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Abstract

Layered two-dimensional materials (2D) have aroused huge research interest since

the breakthrough of graphene. Prominent among them are the transition metal

dichalcogenides (TMDs), with distinct optical, electrical, and mechanical properties.

While considered as promising candidates for future device applications, they also

form the playground for exploring novel physical phenomena. In the 2D limit, TMDs

experience reduced dielectric screening, making their electrical and optical properties

sensitive to the surrounding environment. In this thesis, we first discuss the synthesis

of TMDs using Chemical Vapor deposition (CVD). By choosing MoS2 as a model

system, the role of different growth parameters in the synthesis was systematically

investigated and the growth conditions were optimized to obtain monolayer MoS2

with centimeter-scale large-area coverage. The optoelectronic transport properties

of monolayer MoS2 were then improved by exploiting the sensitivity of TMDs to

their surrounding environment. Engineering the local dielectric medium has been

demonstrated to be an efficient method of modifying their optoelectronic properties.

A two-order enhancement in mobility and improvement in photoresponse times were

attained by modulating their surrounding dielectric medium. The strong optical

absorption and excellent light-matter interaction in MoS2 are compelling enough to

employ them for various optoelectronic applications. But their atomic thickness and

the associated reduced dielectric screening results in large exciton binding energy

causing an inefficient separation of photogenerated carriers. Forming a p-n junction

can solve this problem. The inherent electric field generated at the junction helps

separate the photogenerated charge carriers. We, therefore, made a p-n junction

between silicon and MoS2, studied the optoelectronic properties, and aimed to en-

hance their photoresponse. A nearly three-order enhancement in photocurrent was

successfully achieved by tuning their local dielectric medium. The photoresponse

in these devices can often be limited by non-radiative recombinations, diminish-
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ing their quantum efficiency. In the last chapter, through temperature-dependent

studies, deep-level defects were identified as a major cause of recombinations lim-

iting the photoresponse. We devised a method to reduce these recombinations by

screening the deep-level defects and enhancing the device photoresponse. This thesis

demonstrates the importance of the surrounding dielectric medium in determining

the performance of TMD devices and illustrates a pathway of using dielectric en-

gineering for the development of 2D materials-based high-efficiency optoelectronic

devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Dimensionality strongly influences the properties of materials. The same mate-

rial can show drastically different properties depending on their dimensions. Two-

dimensional (2D) materials, due to strong quantum confinement in the vertical di-

rection, exhibit remarkably different electronic and optical properties from that of

their bulk counterparts. Of all low-dimensional materials, only two-dimensional (2D)

materials have a bulk counterpart, making them extremely interesting. They have

a layered structure and can be easily synthesized using a bottom-up or top-down

approach. Present reports suggest that the 2D family consists of around 1800 lay-

ered materials [11], with a wide range of conduction mechanisms from metallic,

semimetallic, semiconducting, insulating to superconducting.[12]

1.1 Overview of two-dimensional materials

The advent of 2D materials started with the successful isolation of graphene by K.S.

Novoselov and A.K. Geim in 2004.[13] With a simple technique like mechanical ex-

foliation using a scotch tape, they unraveled the unique properties of graphene and

revamped the unchallenged belief that atomic monolayers cannot exist in the free-

standing form.[13] The great scientific drive towards graphene originated from its

peculiar electronic structure. The charge carriers follow a linear dispersion relation

and mimic massless relativistic particles.[14] They have demonstrated remarkable

properties like very high mobility greater than 105 cm2V−1s−1 [15], high electri-

cal conductivity (∼ 104 Ω−1cm−1), large room temperature thermal conductivity
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(3 × 103 Wm−1K−1), high Young’s modulus (1.1 TPa), large specific surface area,

and high optical transmittance (∼ 97.7%).[16] Despite the rich physics and potential

applications graphene offers, the absence of a bandgap limits its use in switching

applications like logic devices and field effect transistors. This diverted the research

attention toward other 2D materials. Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) with

finite bandgaps were the first descendants of graphene that triggered research inter-

est.

TMDs are a class of layered materials, denoted as MX2, where M corresponds to

transition metal ( Mo, W, Pt, Pd) and X to chalcogens (S, Se, Te). A single layer

of TMD is composed of hexagonally arranged transition metal atoms sandwiched

between two layers of hexagonally arranged chalcogen atoms. Different layers with

strong in-plane covalent bonding are held together by weak van der Waals forces to

form a bulk crystal.[17] In general, TMDs like MoS2, WS2, WSe2,MoSe2 are semicon-

ducting and have an indirect bandgap in their bulk form and undergo a cross-over to

direct bandgap in their monolayer form, with the bandgap increasing with decreas-

ing number of layers.[18] They also have additional features like strong spin-orbit

coupling, large oscillator strength, valley degree of freedom, and inversion symmetry

breaking in the odd number of layers, making them suitable for valleytronics, spin-

tronics, optoelectronics, and various non-linear optical applications.[17] TMDs like

TaS2, TiSe2, NbSe2 on the other hand are metallic and exhibit exotic physical prop-

erties like superconductivity and charge density waves.[19] It is worth mentioning

that TMDs were known and were used extensively for applications like lubrication

and catalysis, even before the discovery of graphene. For example, monolayer MoS2

was first isolated in 1966 mechanically using an adhesive tape [20] and 20 years later

using chemical exfoliation.[21]

Post-metal chalcogenides like SnS, GaS, SnS, InSe2, SnS2 have also generated

huge interest due to their large photoresponsivity,in-plane anisotropy, and high mo-
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bility. SnS2 with a large direct bandgap of around 2.8 - 2.9 eV is considered ideal

as a buffer layer in solar cells.[22] The larger optical absorption coefficient, and high

transmittance, along with a bandgap of 0.9 eV to 1.8 eV, makes SnS a suitable choice

as an absorber layer in photovoltaic applications.[23]

Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is another widely studied 2D material. It is

a wide bandgap insulator and is considered a graphene analog with carbon atoms

replaced by boron and nitrogen. The atomically smooth and dangling bond-free

surface makes hBN an ideal choice as gate dielectric and encapsulating material for

various 2D material applications.[24]. They are suitable as deep UV emitters and

detectors and exhibit single photon emission at room temperatures.[25]

Besides 2D compounds, several 2D elemental materials like borophene (B), phos-

phorene (P), antimonene (Sb), bismuthene (Bi), silicene (S), arsenene (As), etc.

are also being explored.[26] Sb, As, and Bi display distinct topological insulator

properties. Black phosphorus has a puckered atomic structure and exhibits large

in-plane anisotropy in optical conductivities and absorption, which makes them an

ideal candidate for light modulators and viable linear polarizers.[27] With a bandgap

intermediate of graphene and TMDs, they display exciting properties like high field

effect mobility, tunable direct bandgap at all thicknesses, strong photon absorption,

etc. But their instability under ambient conditions poses a limitation.[27] In this

thesis, we focus on the properties and applications of single-layer MoS2.

1.2 Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)

MoS2 is a layered TMD with a single layer composed of three atomic planes of S-Mo-

S atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice structure. Different layers interact through

weak van der Waals forces, whereas within a layer, molybdenum and sulfur atoms
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are held together by strong covalent bonds. A single layer MoS2 has a thickness of

0.65 nm.[28] Depending on the coordination of the metal atoms and the stacking

order of the metal chalcogen metal plane, bulk MoS2 exist in 3 different polytypes-

1T, 2H, and 3R.[17] Here the letters H, T and R respectively denote hexagonal,

tetragonal and rhombohedral symmetry and the number represents the number of

layers per unit cell. 2H, and 3R polytypes have trigonal prismatic coordination (D3h)

of Mo-atoms, with different stacking orders. 2H is the most stable phase and has a

bravais hexagonal lattice structure. On the other hand, the 1T phase is a metastable

phase with octahedral coordination (Oh) of Mo-atoms. Through atomic gliding of

the layers, 2H and 1T phases can be transformed into one another.[17] While 2H and

3R phases are semiconducting, 1T is metallic. Monolayer MoS2 can exist in the 2H

or 1T phase.[28]

Figure 1.1: (a) Top view of monolayer MoS2 (b) Different polymorphs of MoS2.
Image reproduced with permission from [1]

MoS2 has an indirect bandgap of 1.2 eV in bulk with the valence band maximum

positioned at Γ point and conduction band minimum along the Γ-K direction in the

hexagonal Brillouin zone. When thinned down, due to the increased quantum con-

finement effect and decreased interlayer interactions, the bandgap increases and be-

comes direct (1.9 eV) at the K point of the Brillouin zone in the monolayer limit.[18]
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This cross-over from indirect to direct bandgap results in an enhanced photolumi-

nescence efficiency in monolayers, which is 104 times compared to that of bulk.[6]

The absence of an inversion centre in monolayer MoS2, along with strong quantum

confinement of carriers and large mass of the constituent elements, results in strong

spin-orbit splitting.[29] The absence of dangling bonds and thermal stability up to

1100 ℃ in vacuum also escalates the interest in MoS2. Monolayer MoS2 has a large

Youngs modulus of 270 ± 100 GPa, comparable to steel, and exhibits good mechan-

ical flexibility. It can sustain elastic deformations up to 25 % [30] before rupture and

can withstand strain up to 11%.[31] It also has a comparable Seebeck coefficient and

larger bending modulus to that of graphene.[30] The exciting electrical, optical and

mechanical properties exhibited by MoS2 makes it a multipurpose material suitable

for fundamental scientific studies as well as in various emerging applications.

1.3 Effect of surrounding dielectric medium

Owing to the atomic thickness, monolayer TMDs experience reduced dielectric screen-

ing. This results in strong electron-electron and electron-hole Coulomb interactions

leading to large exciton binding energies and quasiparticle bandgaps.[32, 33, 34] But

in the presence of a surrounding dielectric medium, these long-range Coulomb in-

teractions get screened, and the band gap and exciton binding energies reduce by

several hundreds of meV.[35, 36, 37] Therefore, the electronic transport and optical

transitions in monolayer TMDs become very sensitive to the surrounding dielectric

environment and can be efficiently tuned by modulating the surrounding medium.[36]

Furthermore, the dielectric medium also have a strong influence on the defect tran-

sition levels and Coulomb impurity scattering in TMDs.[2, 38]
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1.3.1 Modulation of bandgap and exciton binding energy by

dielectric medium

In monolayer TMDs, the electric field lines between electrons and holes lie mostly

outside the film and are majorly unscreened. But if the separation between the

electron and hole (r) is of the order of the thickness of the film, some of the field

lines lie within the film and are partially screened. This inhomogeneous environment

creates a non-local dielectric screening phenomenon in 2D TMDs, leading to large

exciton binding energy (Eb) (100s of meV), small exciton radius and non-hydrogenic

electrostatic potentials V2D(r).[36] When there is a large dielectric mismatch between

the TMD layer and the surrounding dielectric environment, the effective interaction

potential between the charge carriers given by Keldysh [39] follows[40]

V2D(r) =
πe2

(ϵ1 + ϵ2)r0
[H0(

r

r0
) − Y0(

r

r0
)] (1.1)

where H0 and Y0 is a Struve function and a Bessel function of the second kind,

respectively. Here the effective screening length r0 depends on the polarisability of

the 2D film, and ϵ1, ϵ2 are the dielectric constant of the top and bottom surrounding

environment. At large electron–hole separations r ≫ r0, the potential V2D(r) ∼ 1
r
,

similar to classical 3D Coulomb law and at short distances (r ≪ r0) screening by

the 2D film becomes strong, with V (r) ∝ log(r).[40] Knowing the above-screened

interaction potential, the exciton binding energy can be calculated using the effective

mass approximation theory.[36] With an increase in the dielectric screening, the

strength of interaction potential decreases, and the exciton binding energy decreases.

The exciton binding energy and the effective dielectric constant ( ϵeff = ϵ1 + ϵ2 ) are

related through the scaling relationship [36]

Eb0 = Eb0(ϵeff )α (1.2)
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where Eb0 is the exciton binding energy in vacuum and α is an empirical scaling

factor.

The quasiparticle bandgap ( Eg ) in a 2D TMD is given by the energy differ-

ence between the quasiparticle conduction and valence bands. This bandgap has

contribution from two different effects- carrier confinement and dielectric screening.

The geometric confinement of carriers results in an increase in kinetic energy caus-

ing the bandgap to increase. In addition, the strong Coulomb interactions between

the charge carriers enhance the self-energy associated with the repulsive interaction

between similar charges and increase the quasiparticle band gap.[41] If we recall the

fact that the quasiparticle conduction band measures the electron affinity and valence

band of the ionization potential of electrons. When an excess charge is created, the

TMD material and the surrounding environment get polarized in such a way that the

potential energy of the charge depends on their local dielectric environment.[42]The

bandgap gets renormalized due to the change in this self-energy of the electron due

to dielectric screening.[36]

Using GW calculations, the electronic bandgap of MoS2 was estimated to be

around 2.8 eV.[35] But the experimentally observed values are always less than this.

These differences indicate that the traditional concept of assigning a specific bandgap

to a material does not apply to 2D materials. The value of their bandgap sensi-

tively depends on the surrounding environment. For instance, experimental results

show that the electronic bandgap, optical bandgap, and exciton binding energy of a

monolayer MoSe2 when placed on a bilayer graphene substrate changes from their

free-standing values of 2.26 eV , 1.61 eV, 0.65 eV to 2.18 eV, 1.63 eV, and 0.55

eV respectively.[33] This concept of dielectric-dependent bandgap renormalization

has also been used in designing lateral heterojunctions [43, 37] and tunable bandgap

transistors. [35] Though the electronic bandgap and exciton binding energies are sen-

sitive to the surrounding dielectric medium, the optical transition energy (Eop = Eg
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- Eb) is relatively insensitive.[42, 36] This is due to the counteracting changes in ex-

citon binding energy and bandgap renormalization energy with dielectric screening,

which are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.[36]

1.3.2 Dielectric screening of defects

Defects in a semiconductor introduce electronic energy levels within the bandgap

and strongly influence their electrical and optical properties. Depending on their

position in energy, defects can be classified as deep or shallow. Deep defects have

energy levels deep within the bandgap, with larger ionization energies and therefore

contribute only fewer free charge carriers. Those levels lying at the middle of the

bandgap with equal capture cross sections for both electrons and holes behave like

recombination centers.[44] Non-radiative recombination of electrons and holes can

contribute to energy and carrier losses and reduce the efficiency of the material.[45]

But shallow levels on the other hand have energy levels closer to the conduction or

valence band edges, ∼ 0.1 eV below, and can get thermally ionized at room tem-

perature, generating free carriers. For electronic device applications, shallow defects

are favorable because of their profound role in controlling electrical conductivity

and doping in semiconductors.[2] In contrast, deep defects are detrimental, as they

decrease the mobility and carrier lifetime due to the scattering and recombination

of the charge carriers. Hence finding methods to suppress the deep defect levels

while preserving the electronic property of the semiconducting materials becomes

important.[46]

Different types of defects are usually found in TMDs, which could have been

introduced either during the growth or in the post- processing stages. Due to their

lower formation energies, anion vacancies are the most commonly found point de-

fects in TMDs.[47] Sulfur vacancies, for example, present in MoS2, introduces deep
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electron trap and shallow hole trap levels. Similarly, antisite defects formed when

the molybdenum atom replaces sulfur atoms create a deep electron trap, a shallow

hole trap attached to the valence band edge and a deep hole trap adjacent to the

electron trap close to the Fermi energy.[48] The radiative direct recombination time

in a perfect monolayer MoS2 was calculated to be 388 ps. But the presence of anti-

sites accelerates the recombination by a factor 8.3, whereas vacancies by a factor of

1.7. [48] Various methods like the introduction of additional dopants and alloying

the constituent atoms in the semiconductor were developed to suppress the deep

defect levels. But these methods were challenging due to the difficulty in controlling

the solubility of the foreign dopants, exact composition, etc.[46]

A simpler and more convenient method to tune the defect levels in 2D materials

can be achieved by modulating their surrounding dielectric environment. A defect

with charge q has a formation energy given by [49, 50]

Ef (q) = Etot(q) − Ehost +
∑
i

niµi + qµe (1.3)

where Etot(q) and Ehost are the total energies of the material in the presence and

absence of defect, ni atoms of different species i with chemical potential µi are

exchanged during defect formation and the Fermi energy µe spans from valence band

maximum (VBM) to the conduction band minimum (CBM). The charged transition

level (CTL) of a defect is described as the fermi energy at which the formation

energies of two nearby charged states q and q
′

are equal, given by[49, 50]

µ(q|q′
) =

Etot(q) − Etot(q
′
)

q′ − q
(1.4)

The energy needed to free an electron or hole given by the defect ionization energy

is then the difference between the CTL and the band edges ( CBM for acceptors

and VBM for donors) The presence of a surrounding dielectric environment screens
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the Coulomb interaction between the charges and affects the formation energy of the

charged states, which in turn changes the ionization energy. As the screening of the

environment increases, the energy needed to ionize the defects decreases, creating

shallower defect levels.

Figure 1.2: (a) The change in the transition levels of donor and acceptor impurity
in MoS2 as a function of the environmental dielectric constant. Image reproduced
with permission from [2] (b) Transition level of defects in monolayer MoS2, WS2,
and in MoS2/WS2 vdW heterostructure as a function of dielectric constant. Image
reproduced with permission from [3].Copyright © 2018, American Chemical Society

DFT calculations have shown the energy levels of the defect transitions in MoS2

to increase with increasing dielectric constant of the encapsulating medium.[2] The

strong Coulomb interactions associated with the deep defect levels tend to strongly

localize the charge carriers. But in the presence of a high dielectric surrounding

medium, the Coulomb interactions between these bound electrons and the charged

defects get screened. This screening spreads defect charge densities by delocalizing

their spatial distributions and generates shallow levels.[2] In another study, a het-

erostructure formed between MoS2 and WS2 caused the deep levels in the individual

monolayers to undergo a transition to shallow levels due to the change in the effective

dielectric constant. The study showed that using this method of heterostructuring,
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the deep levels corresponding to the molybdenum and tungsten vacancy in MoS2 and

WS2 respectively become shallower by nearly 4 and 2 times.[3] Hence controlling the

effective dielectric constant of the surrounding medium is a simple and powerful

method to tune the defect levels in 2D materials.

1.3.3 Dielectric screening of Coulomb impurities

The electronic transport in 2D TMD is very sensitive to their surrounding environ-

ment. Due to their atomic thickness, the charge carriers are susceptible to various

intrinsic and extrinsic scattering sources.[51] Hence the values of field effect mobil-

ity, one of the key transport parameters, are observed to be far lower than their

theoretically predicted values. For example, in MoS2, at room temperature, theo-

retically predicted phonon limited mobility is around 410 cm2V−1s−1.[52] But in a

backgated geometry, the experimentally observed value is often one order less than

this.[53] Coulomb impurities present within the TMDs or at the substrate surface

often scatter the charge carriers and have been identified to play a dominant role

in determining the charge transport.[54, 55, 38] Various studies have shown that

scattering from these Coulomb impurities can be reduced and mobility significantly

improved by placing the 2D TMD in a high dielectric medium.[56, 4, 57, 54, 38]

Consider a single layer of MoS2 of thickness a , and dielectric constant ϵs, with

a point charge e placed inside the layer at (0,0,z0). In the presence of a dielectric

environment with dielectric constant ϵe, an infinite sequence of image charges forms

at points zn = na+(−1)nz0, where n 0,1,2... due to the dielectric mismatch between

the semiconducting film and the environment. Magnitude of nth point charge will be

eγn, where γ is a measure of dielectric mismatch given by γ = ϵs−ϵe
ϵs+ϵe

. In the absence

of any screening, the potential encountered by a mobile electron at a point (ρ⃗, z) due
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to an ionized Coulomb impurity within the film is given by [56, 4]

V Coul
unsc (ρ, z) =

∞∑
n=−∞

eγ|n|

4πϵ0ϵs

√
|ρ⃗|2 + [z − zn]2

(1.5)

If ϵe < ϵs, all the image charges will have the same sign and the electron experiences

a larger effective potential whereas when ϵe > ϵs, the effective potential reduces and

the image charge’s sign alternate between positive and negative.[56] The effect of

dielectric mismatch diminishes above a critical film thickness of acr ∼ aB
∗ϵe

ϵe+ϵs
, where

aB
∗ is the hydrogenic Bohr radius in bulk semiconductor, and the Coulomb scattering

becomes bulk like.[56] Hence scattering of charge carriers due to Coulomb impurities

in a thin film can be suppressed by surrounding it with insulating dielectric materials

with ϵe > ϵs.

Figure 1.3: The effect of different dielectric mediums on the Coulomb potential of a
point charge. Image reproduced with permission from [4]

The Coulomb scattering rate was observed to reduce by 20 times when the dielectric

constant of the surrounding environment of a 1 nm thin film was changed from
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1 to 100.[56] But if the surrounding dielectric supports polar vibrational modes,

the charge carriers will experience scattering from the surface optical phonons of

the dielectric.[4] Hence carriers in single layer MoS2 experience enhanced carrier

scattering when placed in close proximity to high dielectric materials that support

low energy polar vibrational modes.[4, 51]

1.4 Applications of MoS2

With a large bandgap, atomic thickness, and appreciable mobility values, MoS2

finds applications in field effect transistors [57, 58], logic circuits [59], amplifiers

[60, 61] and various advanced functional devices like flash memory[62]. The strong

light-matter interactions in MoS2 make them a suitable candidate for various op-

toelectronic applications. For instance, single layer MoS2 phototransistor exhibited

high photoresponsivity of 880 A/W and noise levels much lower than commercial

state-of-the-art silicon avalanche photodiodes.[63] MoS2 also exhibits strong electro-

luminescence, which makes them a good choice for light-emitting devices.[64, 65]

The light absorption in a single layer of TMD, exceeds that of conventional semi-

conductors like silicon and GaAs by more than one order of magnitude. This makes

them suitable for photovoltaic applications like solar cells.[66] Schottky junctions

or p-n junctions based on TMDs are utilized in solar cells. A power conversion ef-

ficiency of 11.1 % has been achieved in a trilayer-graphene/MoS2/n-Si-based solar

cell.[67] Combining MoS2 with other organics and perovskite materials in hybrid so-

lar cells has also shown promising results.[68, 69, 70] The piezoelectric property of

MoS2 attributed to its broken inversion symmetry and piezoresistive effect due to the

strain-induced bandgap change, makes them a potential choice for ultralow power

piezoelectric transduction logic devices.[71, 72] The mechanical flexibility of MoS2

combined with the excellent electrical and optical properties make them suitable
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for flexible and wearable electronic devices.[73] Due to its porous morphology, the

electrochemical performance of MoS2 enables its application as electrode material

in supercapacitors.[74] Their thermal properties finds potential in thermal nanode-

vices, such as on-chip power generators and nanosystems for waste thermal energy

harvesting.[75, 76, 77] MoS2 is also reported to have potential in various sensing

applications like protein detection [78], label-free biosensors [79], gas sensing [80],

and chemical sensing [81]. MoS2 has also been stacked with various other 2D as

well as different dimensional materials to form van der Waals heterostructures. The

synergistic advantages of different materials paves the way towards observing in-

teresting physics and improved device properties.[82, 83, 84] In this thesis, we will

be discussing about field effect transistors and mixed dimensional van der Waals

heterostructures based on MoS2.

1.5 Field effect transistors

Finding ways to mitigate the short-channel effects and lower the power consump-

tion associated with the downscaling of complementary metal-oxide semiconduc-

tor (CMOS) technology led to the search for materials beyond silicon. The sub-

nanometre thickness, with the absence of dangling bonds and large bandgap makes

semiconducting MoS2 a suitable candidate. For a material to be considered suit-

able for logic device applications, it should possess a current ON/OFF ratio between

104 − 107 and a bandgap exceeding 400 meV.[85] In 2011, FET based on monolayer

MoS2 (with a bandgap of 1.8 eV) using hafnium oxide as the gate dielectric exhibited

a high mobility of 200 cm2V−1s−1 at room temperature and an ON/OFF ratio of

108.[57] Further, in 2012, the first phototransistor based on single-layer MoS2 was

demonstrated with a shorter photoswitching time of 50 ms and a photoresponsivity

of 7.5 mA/W, much higher than in graphene devices.[86] But often, the experimen-
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tally observed mobility in MoS2 is far lower than its theoretically predicted phonon

limited value of 410 cm2V−1s−1 at room temperature.[51] The experimentally ob-

served low mobility values could be due to scattering from various extrinsic sources

like Coulomb impurities (CIs) within the semiconductor or near the semiconductor-

dielectric interface, or charge traps, and defects.[51] Several methods like using a high

dielectric constant (ϵ) gate dielectric or encapsulating the device in a high ϵ envi-

ronment or increasing the carrier density have been reported to screen the Coulomb

impurities and suppress the carrier scattering. A mobility enhancement up to 150

cm2V−1s−1 has been obtained in MoS2 FET by using hafnium oxide as a back gate

dielectric.[54] But high ϵ dielectrics can also contribute to additional scattering at

room temperature due to the presence of polar surface optical phonons in the dielec-

tric. The extent of scattering depends on the strength of dielectric coupling and the

frequency of the surface optical phonons.[51] The effect is more prominent in dual-

gated devices. Dielectrics like hafnium oxide have low-energy phonons, which can

get easily populated at room temperature, whereas those like hBN have high-energy

phonons. Hence at room temperature, scattering from hBN will be less compared

to hafnium oxide.[51] Top gate FETs, owing to the improved dielectric screening

and increased carrier density due to better electrostatics, have always shown supe-

rior performance over back gate FETs. But their deposition process can also add

additional Coulomb impurities and traps. The performance of the FETs can also be

affected by the high density of interface traps present at the semiconductor-dielectric

interface. SiO2 is the most commonly used dielectric and is known to have dangling

bonds at the surface, which, in addition to scattering, also causes charge trapping

detrapping resulting in large hysteresis and threshold instabilities.[55] This circum-

stance can be improved by coating the substrate or encapsulating the device with

polymers like polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) [87] or using a hBN substrate [88].

Atomic vacancies or point defects in MoS2 can also contribute to short-range scat-

tering resulting in constant mobility independent of temperature and carrier density.
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Sulfur vacancies, which are one of the prominent point defects in MoS2 has been

treated using thiol chemistry and mobility enhancement up to 80 cm2V−1s−1 has

been achieved in a back-gated FET.[53] Apart from the above-mentioned factors,

mobility in MoS2 is underestimated due to the presence of contact resistance due to

the formation of the Schottky barrier at the metal-semiconductor interface. Several

methods like the use of low work function metals like scandium [89], metal alloys

[90], semimetals as contact materials [91], making edge contacts [92], phase engineer-

ing and degenerate doping of 2D layers [93] and inserting inter layers between metal

and 2D materials [94, 95] etc. has been adopted to lower the contact resistance and

significant improvement in mobility has been observed. In addition to mobility and

contact resistance, subthreshold swing and ON/OFF ratio are also essential metrics

in deciding the FET performance.[96]

1.6 Mixed-dimensional van derWaals heterostruc-

tures

Heterostructures of different materials often exhibit properties distinct from their

constituents. They offer the possibility of overcoming the limitation of the individual

components and developing multifunctional devices. Conventional hetero structures

confronted problems related to poorly defined and complex interfaces with the active

junction buried deep within the sample.[84] But the advent of atomically thin 2D

materials facilitated well-defined interfaces. The low permittivity and better electro-

static control of 2D materials allowed modulation of the interface properties using an

applied gate voltage, providing an additional knob to tune the device properties.[84]

In van der Waals heterostructures, the passivated interfaces, in the absence of any

dangling bonds, interact through van der Waals forces. At such interfaces, charge

transfer occurs through tunneling or hopping as opposed to orbital hybridization in
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covalently bonded surfaces. Hence conventional concepts of band bending and for-

mation of the depletion region, which are based on the carrier diffusion model, get

redefined.[97, 98]

The recent progress attained in the wafer-scale synthesis of 2D materials with

CMOS-compatible fabrication techniques is promising enough to integrate them

with mature silicon semiconductor technology to produce cost-effective commercial

devices for practical applications. MoS2 with a direct bandgap, large optical absorp-

tion, and strong light-matter interaction when combined with silicon forms type II

2D-3D heterostructures. They have demonstrated promising applications in various

optoelectronic devices like solar cells [66, 99], photodetectors [100], light emitting

diodes [65], and in optical communications [101]. In 2014, solar cell fabricated using

monolayer MoS2 and silicon p-n junction demonstrated a power conversion efficiency

(PCE) of 5.23 %.[66] At an optimal thickness of MoS2 the PCE of Si/MoS2 solar cell

has been theoretically predicted to be as high as 24.76 %.[102] Research on MoS2

based solar cells is still at the developmental stage and issues related to power conver-

sion efficiency and stability have to be addressed in detail.[68] Photodetectors based

on silicon and MoS2 have shown noise equivalent power lower than the commercial

silicon photodetectors and very high responsivity of 76.1 A/W.[103] The promising

results shown by silicon-MoS2 heterostructure are compelling enough to study this

system further and understand the performance limiting factors and find ways to

improve them.

1.7 Thesis outline

The thesis is organized into the following seven chapters.

Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to two-dimensional materials and gives an

overview of the properties and applications of MoS2. The application of MoS2 in
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field effect transistors and in mixed dimensional van der Waals heterostructures is

reviewed briefly. The influence of the surrounding dielectric environment on the

properties of TMDs is also discussed.

Chapter 2 presents the major growth method used for synthesizing TMDs and var-

ious characterization techniques used in the thesis.

Chapter 3 explains how various growth parameters influence the chemical vapor

deposition of TMDs and the important role of growth promoters in obtaining good

coverage growth. The parameters were optimized for synthesizing monolayer MoS2

with large area coverage.

Chapter 4 discusses a method of improving the field effect mobility of monolayer

MoS2 FET and investigates the effect of surrounding dielectric medium on their

transport properties. The study resulted in a two-order enhancement in mobility

and variation in the photoresponse relaxation time.

Chapter 5 foremost investigates various optoelectronic properties of monolayer

MoS2 - silicon mixed dimensional vdW heterostructure and further demonstrates

a method of improving their photoresponse by modulating the surrounding dielec-

tric environment. A nearly three-order enhancement in photoresponse was achieved

by tuning the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium.

Chapter 6 examines the role of defects in the optoelectronic transport properties

of silicon-MoS2 heterostructure. The temperature-dependent studies revealed the

profound influence of deep-level defects in limiting the photoresponse.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and presents the future directions.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques

This chapter discusses the major growth technique used for synthesizing TMDs and

various characterization techniques used in this thesis.

2.1 Synthesis techniques

2D materials can be synthesized using various top-down or bottom-up synthesis

techniques like mechanical exfoliation, liquid exfoliation, and several vapor phase

techniques. Good quality 2D materials can be obtained, suitable for laboratory-scale

studies using mechanical exfoliation, but cannot be produced at a larger scale.[104]

Also, there is no control over the size, shape, and orientation of the resulting flakes.

On the other hand, the liquid exfoliation technique has good scale-up capability with

limitations in quality and flake size.[105] High-quality and large-scale 2D materials

with good control can be synthesized using vapor phase techniques like Chemical

Vapor deposition (CVD). Their growth parameters can be tuned to obtain the desired

number of layers, orientation, size, morphology, and doping. These advantages, along

with the reasonable cost of production, make CVD a very promising technique for

the synthesis of 2D materials.[106]

2.1.1 Chemical Vapor Deposition(CVD)

Chemical Vapor deposition is a thermodynamic process in which one or more volatile

precursors undergo a chemical reaction or decompose on the substrate surface and
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forms a thin film. The process proceeds through several steps like- mass transport of

the precursors in the gas phase, diffusion through the boundary layer, adsorption of

precursors on the substrate, subsequent surface diffusion to the growth sites, chemical

reaction at the surface to form a thin film, desorption of byproducts and transporting

the byproducts out of the reaction chamber.[107]

Figure 2.1: Various steps involved in chemical vapor deposition process. Image
reproduced with permission from [5]

There are majorly three modes of epitaxial growth, namely, layer-by-layer mode

(also called Frank–Van der Merwe growth), isolated islands mode (also called Volmer–Weber

growth), and layer-plus-islands mode (also called Stranski–Krastanov growth). [108]

In the layer-by-layer mode, the interaction between the substrate and the atoms in

the film is much stronger, whereas, in the isolated mode, the interaction between

the film atoms is stronger than that with the substrate. The layer-by-layer mode

has a faster diffusion and results in a layer-by-layer film formation. The diffusion of

atoms in isolated mode is rather slow and the atoms accumulate and coalesce on the

substrate forming three-dimensional islands. The layer-plus-island mode combines

both island and layer-by-layer growth mechanisms. Layer by layer is the most pre-

ferred growth mode for obtaining single crystalline large-area 2D materials.[109] The

CVD growth of 2D TMDs progresses through multiple steps like- the vaporization

of transition metal oxides, subsequent reduction to suboxides, the reaction between
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the suboxides and reducing (chalcogen) vapors forming TMDs. Their properties like

size, morphology, crystalline quality, phase, etc. can be controlled by optimizing

various growth parameters like temperature, pressure, precursor, growth substrate,

etc. The effect of some of the general parameters is explained below.

Temperature

Temperature determines the uniformity and composition of the 2D films. A slight

change in temperature can cause large changes in the saturation pressure of the solid

precursors in their vapor phase and affect growth. Temperature controls the reaction

rate as it influences the mass transport of the reactant species and reaction at the

substrate surface. With an increase in temperature, the proportion of precursor in

the gas phase increases. Hence at higher temperatures, growth is limited by diffusion,

whereas mass transport limits growth at lower temperatures.[106, 108]

Pressure

The pressure inside the reaction chamber influences the flow of the gas. Lower

pressures give better control over the reaction because of the increased velocity of

the reactant species and lower concentration of the precursor. Monolayer growth

is favorable at lower pressure. Nucleation of the second layer occurs mostly at the

grain boundaries at low pressures. In contrast, at higher pressures, nucleation occurs

arbitrarily producing a combination of monolayer and multilayer growth.[106]

Precursor

Solid precursors like transition metal oxides, metal foil (for molybdenum and tung-

sten) and sulfur or selenium powders are used to synthesize TMDs. Since the vapor
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pressure of solid precursors are sensitive to temperature, accurate control over tem-

perature is crucial while using solid precursors.[110] Whereas gaseous precursors give

better control over the number of reactant molecules, the purity of the precursor is

crucial in deciding the sample quality. [111][106]

Substrate

The properties of the synthesized 2D material also depend on the microstructure and

lattice structure of the substrate.[106] The commonly used substrates are Si/SiO2[87],

mica [112], saphire [113], SrTiO3 [114] and polyimide.[115] TMDs also show certain

orientation preferences depending on the crystal symmetry and surface terrace of

the substrate.[106, 113, 116] Metals or metal foils like gold, tungsten foil, etc, have

also been used as substrates. Crystallography of gold chosen by selecting different

facets dictates the nucleation and domain size of TMDs.[117] The substrate orien-

tation influences the morphology of the film.[118] To promote nucleation and the

growth of TMDs, substrates are treated with several growth promoters or seeding

layers.[119] They react with the high melting point precursors and form volatile

intermediates.[120, 121]

The CVD synthesis carried out in this thesis was done in a home-built atmo-

spheric pressure CVD setup. The system consists of a quartz tube placed inside a

furnace, whose inlet is connected to a mass flow controller (MFC) and outlet to a

series of bubblers. Argon and Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas whose flow rate

was controlled by the MFC. The volatile byproducts were removed through the exit.

The precursors and substrates were placed inside the quartz tube on a ceramic boat.

Further details of the growth parameters are discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.2: Home built CVD set up used for synthesis

2.2 Spectroscopic Techniques

2.2.1 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a rapid, powerful, and non-destructive characterization tool

to study the electronic and vibrational states of materials. This technique utilizes

the principle of Raman scattering, discovered by Sir C.V Raman in 1928, and for

which he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1930.[122] When light is in-

cident on a substance, it gets either absorbed, reflected, or scattered.[123] If the

scattered and the incident light has the same frequency, no energy transfer occurs

and results in an elastic collision process called Rayleigh scattering. This is usually

very strong. The remaining light is weakly scattered with frequencies different from

the incident light through a process known as Raman scattering. A higher scattered

frequency results in Antistokes scattering and lower in Stokes scattering. There is

energy transfer involved in this inelastic scattering and gives information about the

vibrational modes of the system. The intensity of the scattered light is proportional
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to the number of scattering molecules. At room temperature in thermal equilibrium,

maximum molecules occupy the ground (lowest energy level) state. Hence Stokes

scattering is more intense than Antistokes scattering making the Raman scattered

light mostly Stokes scattered.[122]

Raman spectroscopy is widely used in 2D materials to get information about

their vibrational properties, layer number, disorders, doping, and strain-induced.

[124] With a unit cell containing two molybdenum and four sulfur atoms, bulk 2H

MoS2 belongs to the space group D4
6h (P63/mmc).[125]On the other hand, the space

group in monolayer and few-layer samples is determined by the parity of the number

of layers, due to the lack of translational symmetry along the c-axis. Samples with

an even number of layers preserve the inversion symmetry and belong to the space

group D3d whereas those with odd number of layers lack a centre of inversion and

belongs to D3h symmetry.[126] Bulk 2H MoS2 with 6 atoms in the unit cell and 18

possible vibrations, can be represented using the following irreducible representation

at the Brillouin zone center (Γ point), [125]

Γ2H = A1g

⊕
2A2u

⊕
2B2g

⊕
B1u

⊕
E1g

⊕
2E1u

⊕
2E2g

⊕
E2u (2.1)

where A1g, E1g and 2E2g are the Raman active modes, A2u and E1u are infrared ac-

tive acoustic modes and B2g, B1u and E2u are inactive phonon modes.[127] Here, A1g

represents the out-of-plane relative motion of sulfur atoms, E1g to the in-plane rela-

tive vibration of sulfur atoms, E2g to the in-plane opposing motion of molybdenum

and sulfur atoms and B2g corresponds to the out-of-plane vibration of molybdenum

and sulfur atomic planes relative to each other.

But for monolayers with one molybdenum and 2 sulfur atoms in the unit cell,

and a 3-fold rotational axis is represented as [125]

Γmonolayer = A1
′ ⊕

E”
⊕

2A2
”
⊕

2E
′

(2.2)
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(since odd and even numbers of layers have different symmetries, the representation

of various modes is also different. But in the later chapters of the thesis, we have

used the bulk representation for monolayers also out of convenience.)

Monolayers of MoS2 are usually characterised by the peaks E
′

at ∼ 385 cm−1(

E2g
1 in bulk) and A1

′
at ∼ 403 cm−1 (A1g in bulk). E

′
denotes the in-plane vibrations

of molybdenum and sulfur atoms, whereas A1
′

the out-of-plane vibrations of the

sulfur atoms. The difference in frequency between these modes increases with the

number of layers and is considered as an indicator of the number of layers.[125] The

inter-layer van der Waals forces increase with the number of layers suppressing the

atomic vibrations and resulting in larger force constants. The out-of-plane vibrations

get affected and produce a blue shift in the A1
′

mode. On the contrary E
′

mode red

shifts with increase in layer number. This is due to increased long-range Coulombic

inter-layer interactions or the stacking-induced structural changes.[124] Upto 4 layers

can be identified using this method, beyond which the modes converge to the bulk

values.[124] Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of both the modes increases with

decreasing thickness.[127] Apart from the above-mentioned high-frequency modes,

the relative vibrations between the layers result in shear (in-plane) and breathing

(out of plane) modes in the low-frequency range (< 50 cm−1 ).[125]

Raman spectroscopy is a very sensitive tool and hence factors like temperature,

strain, doping, and disorder can influence the spectra. For example, on the appli-

cation of a uniaxial strain, due to the isotropic in-plane symmetry breaking, the E
′

peak splits into two and redshifts with increasing strain. But A1
′

peak is unaffected

by tensile strain. Whereas both E
′

and A1
′

modes redshifts when a biaxial strain

is applied.[127] Both these modes are reported to linearly blueshift with a decrease

in temperature. This shift is attributed to the lattice expansion caused by the an-

harmonicity of the interatomic potential.[75] Similarly, an increase in laser power

also softens both the modes due to heating induced by the laser.[75] Doping also
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significantly influence the Raman spectrum of MoS2. The frequency of A1
′

mode

was observed to decrease, intensity decrease and its linewidth increase with increase

in n type doping [128] whereas p doping results in a blue shift and increase in inten-

sity for the A1
′

mode.[129] In both the cases, the position and linewidth of E
′

mode

was found insensitive to doping. This is because of the stronger electron phonon

coupling experienced by A1
′

mode over E
′

mode.[128] The presence of disorder also

broadens both the peaks and results in a decrease in frequency of E
′

and increase in

frequency of A1
′

peaks. Several defect-induced peaks appeared, of which the inten-

sity of LA (M) peak ∼ 227 cm−1 signaled a proportionality to the level of defects in

the system.[130]

In our study, Raman spectroscopy was performed using a 532 nm Continous Wave

diode laser and a 100 x objective with 0.95 NA in the backscattered configuration.

Grating with 1800 lines/mm was used to disperse the Raman signal.

2.2.2 Photoluminiscence Spectroscopy

Photoluminescence spectroscopy, often referred to as PL, is a non-contact, fast and

non-invasive tool to probe materials. PL involves the excitation of a material with

laser light of energy larger than the bandgap of the sample and recording the result-

ing luminescence as a function of the wavelength and intensity of emitted light. The

absorption of photons from the laser creates electrons and holes in the conduction

and valence band. The energy and momentum of the excited electrons and holes

relax and move towards the conduction and valence band minima, leading to even-

tual recombination and emission of photons.[131] PL spectroscopy has been used in

semiconductors to determine the bandgap, impurity levels, concentration of defects,

material quality, recombination mechanisms, etc.[132]

Bulk MoS2 exhibits negligible photoluminescence, whereas it is strongest in mono-
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Figure 2.3: (a) Band structures evolution of MoS2 at various number of layers (b)
Photoluminescence spectra MoS2 layers with different thickness. Images reproduced
with permission from [6], Copyright © 2010 American Chemical Society

layers. The PL efficiency of a free-standing monolayer is more than 104 times com-

pared to its bulk.[18] This difference is associated with the nature of bandgap- direct

in monolayer and indirect in bulk MoS2.[18, 6] These interesting optical properties

can be attributed to the d orbitals of molybdenum atoms that dominate the valence

and conduction bands.[133] The indirect bandgap in bulk MoS2 originates from the

transition between the top of the valence band at the Γ point and the bottom of the

conduction band, located halfway between the Γ and K point. The direct bandgap is

positioned at the K point. The conduction band states at the K point are composed

of molybdenum d orbitals. As the Molybdenum atoms are positioned within the

layer, these states are unaffected by the interlayer interactions. In comparison, the

electronic states at the Γ point and the point of indirect bandgap are composed of

a linear combination of d-orbitals of the molybdenum atoms and anti-bonding pz

orbitals of sulfur atoms and are influenced by the strong interlayer coupling. Hence

with the increase in layer thickness, the direct excitonic transition at the K point

of the Brillouin zone remains unchanged, but due to the increased interlayer cou-

pling, the indirect bandgap energy decreases.[18] Due to the large atomic number of

molybdenum atoms, the band structure at the K point is further modified due to the
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strong spin-orbit interactions causing a valence band splitting. Hence for monolayer

MoS2, this results in two direct excitonic transitions at 1.85 eV and 1.98 eV corre-

sponding to A1 and B1 excitons, respectively.[18] The PL spectra of TMDs can give

information about strain, doping, exciton and trion binding energies, and defects

and depends sensitively on temperature. In monolayer TMDs, the strong depen-

dence of PL on the intensity of the excitation laser has resulted in the observation of

exciton-exciton collisions and multiexciton formations.[134] Hence PL spectroscopy

is a valuable tool for extracting a good deal of information about TMD systems.

Photoluminescence in our experiment was measured using a 532 nm Continous

Wave diode laser. A 100 x lens with 0.95 NA (numerical aperture) was used in the

backscattering configuration for excitation and collection. 300 lines/mm grating was

used to disperse the PL signal.

2.3 Microscopic Techniques

2.3.1 Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) was invented in 1985 by Binnig, Quate, and Gerber.[135]

It is a category of scanning probe microscopy in which a topographical image of a

sample surface can be obtained by raster scanning a sharp tip attached to a flexi-

ble cantilever.[136] As the tip interacts with the surface, depending on the atomic

force variations, the tip gets deflected. The extent of deflection is measured by

focussing a laser beam onto the backside of the tip coated with a reflective mate-

rial. The reflected laser beam then falls onto a photodetector, whose position is

used in a feedback loop to monitor the surface. AFM can be used in either contact

mode or tapping mode.[136] The versatility of this surface imaging technique lies
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in its atomic resolution and 3D topographic imaging capability. With the devel-

opment of advanced novel AFM modes, information about various quantities like

surface potential, conductivity, adhesion, modulus, permittivity, absorption, reflec-

tion etc.[137, 138] can also be obtained. AFM can also be operated at ambient and in

controlled environments like in liquids, at various temperatures etc.[136] The thick-

ness of TMDs can be measured using AFM, which can be used along with Raman

and PL spectroscopy to identify the number of layers.[6, 139] In this thesis, AFM

measurements were performed using Keysight 5500 AFM.

2.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) use electron beams to image sample surfaces

with nanometre scale resolution. [140] Electrons emitted from an electron gun are

collimated into a beam and then focussed onto a spot using electromagnetic fields

and lenses. When high-energy electrons impinge the sample surface, several signals

like backscattered electrons, secondary electrons, Auger electrons, and X-rays are

generated. Backscattered electrons (BSE) are elastically scattered incident electrons

generated from the surface which can give information about the sample’s compo-

sition with lower-resolution images. Secondary electrons (SE) produce inelastic in-

teractions with energy lower than the backscattered electrons and give topographic

information of the sample. BSE originates from a few micrometers below the sam-

ple surface, whereas SE originates from the surface region within a few nanometers.

Information about the sample’s elemental composition can be obtained from the

X-Rays. The resolution of SEM images can be improved by replacing the electron

source with a field emission gun that produces extremely focused high and low-energy

electron beams. This system, known as field emission scanning electron microscope

(FESEM), has in lens detectors and works with low acceleration potential, which

minimizes the charging effect on insulating samples.[141]
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In this thesis, the FESEM images were taken with a Zeiss Ultra Plus field emission

scanning electron microscope (FESEM) equipped with an integral charge compen-

sator and embedded EsB and AsB detectors (Oxford X-max Instruments 80 mm2

(Carl Zeiss NTS, GmbH)).

2.3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy

In Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the interactions between an electron

beam and atoms, when passed through a thin sample, give the sample’s image under

examination. Electrons with 100,000 times shorter wavelengths than visible light

can resolve features as low as 0.05nm. TEM can be used either in image mode or

diffraction mode.[142] Image mode gives information about the microstructure and

diffraction mode about the crystalline structure of the sample. The electrons pass-

ing through the sample can either get transmitted without any interaction or get

diffracted depending on the interaction. These electrons are collected by detectors

placed at various angles. Larger the atomic number, the more the number of scat-

tered electrons. Bright-field (BF) captures the least scattered electrons whereas High

angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector collects electrons scattered at larger an-

gles. HAADF image is also known as Z contrast image, as the image contrast is

directly related to changes in thickness or mass. TEM has two principal modes of

operation-parallel and converging beam mode. In parallel beam mode, broad and

parallel beams illuminating the sample produce high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) im-

ages, whereas, in converging mode, small converging beams scan across the sample,

recording scanning TEM (STEM) images.[143] TEM also has disadvantages like

knock-on damage and distortion of the image due to aberrations. But the advance-

ment of aberration-corrected TEM, with lower acceleration voltages, has solved these

problems.[144] TEM is extensively used to characterize 2D materials. The poten-

tial of atomic resolution imaging with a wealth of information about the crystalline
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structure, presence of atomic defects, grain boundary, interstitial sites, etc, makes it

very useful analysis tool. [144]

In this thesis, high-resolution transmission electron microscope JEOL JEM 2200FS,

Japan equipped with a 200 KeV field emission gun (FEG) and in-column energy filter

(Omega filter) was used.

2.4 Low-frequency noise spectroscopy

Any undesirable signal produced by the fluctuation in current or voltage that inter-

feres with the actual signal and distorts the desired signal is considered as noise. The

source of noise can be either extrinsic or intrinsic. External noise can be controlled

using proper filter circuits or shielding, grounding, etc. But intrinsic noise is gener-

ated within the system and hence a detailed understanding is needed to minimize

them. Though noise has a detrimental effect on the device performance and should

be controlled, it can also give useful information about defects, interface quality, ma-

terial condition, etc. of the system. Noise analysis finds application in various fields,

including telecommunication, nanoelectronics, mesoscopic structures and biological

systems.

In condensed matter, fluctuations or the noise produced from a physical system

can give useful information about the associated physical phenomenon. [145] Ther-

mal noise, shot noise, generation recombination noise, and 1/ f noise are the four

important types of intrinsic electronic noise present in semiconductors. A thermal

noise, otherwise known as Johnson noise originates from the thermal fluctuations of

electrons in a conductor and depends on the temperature. Shot noise arises due to

the discrete nature of electrons and is proportional to the current passing through

the conductor. Both thermal and shot noise are white noises with no dependence
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on frequency. Generation recombination noise is associated with fluctuations in the

number of carriers due to the generation, recombination, or trapping of carriers.[146]

It is usually observed at low frequency and its spectral density is described by a

Lorentzian function given by

SI(f) =
S0

1 + (2πfτ)2
(2.3)

where S0 is the frequency independent portion observed at frequency less than

(2πτ)−1 and τ is the time constant of a specific trapping.[147] Fluctuations in con-

ductance with a power spectral density proportional (PSD) to 1/fα with α = 1± 0.1

constitutes 1/ f noise. The PSD of 1/ f can be written as

SI =
AIβ

fα
(2.4)

where A is the noise amplitude. For an equilibrium phenomenon, the value of expo-

nent β = 2 suggests that fluctuations in current are due to the resistance fluctuations

and not due to the variations in applied current.[148] These types of noises are usu-

ally observed at lower frequencies 1 Hz to 10 kHz.[146] Electrical current, expressed

as I ∝ qNµ, depends on the number (N) and mobility (µ) of the charge carriers.

Hence fluctuation in current can be due to either a mobility fluctuation or a carrier

number fluctuation or both.[147] Here we discuss the two different models used to

describe the 1/ f noise.

2.4.1 Hooge Model

Hooge, in 1969 proposed that the flicker noise in homogeneous bulk systems is due

to mobility fluctuations based on Hooge’s empirical relation [146]

SI

I2
=

αh

fN
(2.5)
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and

N =
Cox(Vg − Vth)WchLch

q
(2.6)

αH is the dimensionless parameter called Hooge’s parameter which gives a relative

measure of noise in a sample, N is the total number of carriers, Cox is the gate

oxide capacitance per area, Vg is the gate voltage, Vth is the threshold voltage, Wch

and Lch are the width and length of the channel. Initially, αH was proposed to

have a constant value of 2 × 10−3. But later, it was observed that the value of α

depends on the quality of the sample and on various scattering mechanisms that

determine mobility.[146] Major scattering mechanisms influencing the mobility of

a semiconductor are scattering from the lattice and impurities. Hence using the

Matheisens rule, measured mobility can be written as

1

µmeasured

=
1

µlattice

+
1

µimpurity

(2.7)

Hooge and Vandamme in 1978, experimentally observed that lattice scattering gen-

erates 1/f noise with no appreciable contribution from impurity scattering.[149] As

impurities have limited influence on mobility fluctuations, this model is more suitable

to clean and homogeneous metals and semiconductors.[150]

2.4.2 McWhorter model

This model is named after McWhorter, who in 1957, proposed the origin of 1/ f

noise to the carrier number fluctuation in the channel. This model was introduced to

explain the 1/ f noise in silicon MOSFET, where the slow trapping and de-trapping

of charge carriers at the channel and dielectric interface could explain the magnitude

and spectral shape of the observed noise.[150] The model assumes the low-frequency

noise to have a surface origin.[151] Each trapping/de-trapping event is described as a

quantum tunneling between the charge and trap state. The characteristic relaxation
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time constant τ for a specific trapping event, is given by

τ = τ0e
γx (2.8)

where τ0 is a microscopic time scale of the order of the phonon frequency, γ is the

attenuation coefficient in the oxide and x is the distance from the oxide. A single

trapping/de-trapping produces a generation recombination noise with a Lorentzian

spectrum. But when there is a spatial distribution of trap states, the superposition

of all Lorentzian spectra gives rise to a 1/ f spectrum.

Figure 2.4: Superposition of different Lorentzians forming a 1/f spectrum. Image
reproduced with permission, from [7] Copyright © 2007, IEEE

In most condensed matter systems, low-frequency noise arises due to the re-

laxation of defects, each of them with a finite relaxation time. Hence, low fre-

quency noise is a very sensitive tool that possesses information about the fundamen-

tal statistics of defects and the associated relaxation phenomenon contributing to

the noise.[145] The level of low-frequency noise present determines the sensitivity of

amplifiers and transducers used in various sensors. The level of 1/f noise also affects

the phase noise of oscillating systems used in various high-frequency communication

applications.[147]
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In this thesis, for measuring low-frequency noise, a DC bias was applied across

the sample using a battery. The current fluctuations were recorded using a low noise

current preamplifier (Stanford Research SR 570) and the sampling of the output was

done by National Instruments Digital Acquisition (DAQ) card. From the acquired

data, FFT analysis and the power spectral density were recorded using the lab view

software.

2.5 Device fabrication

To perform the electrical characterization and study the transport properties of 2D

materials, devices were fabricated by depositing contact materials on them after

patterning the desired regions using photolithography.

2.5.1 Photolithography

Photolithography is a technique that uses light to transfer a desired pattern onto a

substrate. A light-sensitive material called photoresist is coated on the substrate,

which after light exposure, undergoes a chemical reaction and becomes soluble in a

developing solution.[152] There are two types of photoresists-positive and negative.

In positive photoresists, the light-exposed regions are soluble and hence get removed

after developing, whereas in negative photoresists the process reverses. The exposed

regions become insoluble and the remaining portion gets removed. Hence when using

a positive photoresist, the pattern same as the mask, and for a negative photoresist,

the reverse pattern as that of the mask is formed on the substrate. In optical

lithography, light can be exposed in two different methods namely shadow printing

and projection printing. In shadow printing either the mask is in direct contact with

the substrate or in close proximity. A high resolution of ∼ 1µm can be obtained in
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of projection lithography. Image reproduced with permission
from[8]

shadow printing but can encounter problems due to the presence of dust particles in

the mask or defects in the substrate. We use the method of projection printing for

all device fabrications carried out in this thesis. In projection printing, the pattern

on the mask is projected onto a substrate kept centimeters far away from the mask.

The minimum line width (W) of the pattern formed on the substrate is given by

W =
λ

NA
(2.9)

where λ is the wavelength of light used and NA is the numerical aperture given by

[152] NA = nsinθ, where n is the refractive index of the imaging medium (air) and θ

is the half angle of the cone of light converging to a point image at the substrate.[153]

The depth of focus (DOF), an important factor in projection printing, which is a

measure of the displacement of the image plane upto which a sharp feature size can

be retained, is given by

DOF ∝ λ

NA2
(2.10)
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An optimum value of NA should be chosen to have a higher resolution and a larger

depth of focus.

2.5.2 Thermal Evaporation

Thermal evaporation is a Physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique used for de-

positing thin films of various materials onto a surface. The material to be deposited

is heated to its melting point, which is placed in a resistive coil (or metal plate). The

evaporated material then gets condensed onto the target surface. The resistive coil is

usually made with high melting point materials like tungsten and is heated by pass-

ing a direct current through it. The entire process is carried out in a high vacuum

to prevent the collision of the evaporated material with gas molecules. This method

is suitable for depositing materials with low melting points.[154] In this thesis, Gold

was deposited as the contact material, along with Chromium as an adhesion layer.

Figure 2.6: Schematic of the thermal evaporation system. Image reproduced with
permission from [9] Copyright © 2021, American Chemical Society
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Figure 2.7: (a) and (b) Different patterns of devices fabricated, (c) and (d) Multiple
devices fabricated on a substrate

2.5.3 Etching Processes

Etching is a process of removing material from a substrate. Depending on the etchant

phase, there can be wet or dry etching.[155] The reaction products are soluble in wet

etching and volatile in dry etching. Wet etching is highly isotropic and can affect

the resolution of the required pattern. However, dry etching is mostly anisotropic

and directional. Hydrofluoric acid (HF) together with ammonium fluoride (NH4F)

forms a wet etchant to remove SiO2 whereas hydrofluoric acid (HF) with nitric acid

(HNO3) is used to etch silicon.[10] Plasma etching and Reactive ion etching are the

two major types of dry etching.[156]

Reactive Ion etching

Reactive ion etching (RIE) is a plasma process used to remove material from a

substrate surface using a combination of physical and chemical reactions. It is a
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highly anisotropic process in which highly energetic ions bombard the substrate

surface. RIE chamber has a parallel plate arrangement in which a capacitively

coupled source (CCP) generates both plasma and DC voltage. Radiofrequency (13.6

MHz) power is used to generate plasma (ions) and a negative bias is applied to a

substrate placed on a powered electrode. The negative bias enhances the acceleration

of ions and surface bombardment. Along with ion bombardment, a radical substrate

reaction also takes place. A volatile product is formed when the radical bonds with

the substrate, which is then removed by the vacuum pump.[155] RIE process is

carried out at low pressures.

Figure 2.8: Schematic of the Reactive Ion Etching system. Image reproduced with
permission from [10]

Various patterns can be etched by selectively protecting the desired areas by

using an etch mask. Photoresist is a common etch mask. Other materials used as

etch masks include silicon dioxide (SiO2), silicon nitride (Si3N4), and metals, such

as aluminum (Al) or chromium (Cr).[10] Selectivity, etch rate, sidewall profile, and
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aspect ratio are the important features of etching. A higher selectivity is essential to

prevent the etching of etch mask and remove the protected areas. RIE generally has

high selectivity. Good etching requires a large number of low-energy ions and low

pressure, But this results in a low etching rate, in the trade-off of good selectivity,

uniformity, and etch profile.[155]

In this thesis, we have used both wet and dry etching to remove SiO2 to pattern

silicon substrate for making silicon- MoS2 heterostructure. Buffered oxide etchant

(BOE) and HF was used as wet etchants. For RIE, SF6 and oxygen was used in the

4:1 ratio at 120 Watt RF power. The entire process was carried out in a home-built

RIE chamber.

Figure 2.9: Home-built reactive ion etching setup used for dry etching.
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Chapter 3

Synthesis of 2D Transition Metal

Dichalcogenides

This chapter is an adaptation of the research article published in ”Materials Research

Express, 6 (12), 125002, 2019”.

3.1 Introduction

The isolation of a single layer of graphene [157] by mechanical exfoliation using

scotch tape in 2004 by Geim and Novoselov opened a plethora of new possibilities.

Further research on graphene [158] laid a path for the exploration of various other

2D materials like TMDs, hexagonal boron nitride, phosphorene, silicene, germanene

etc.[28, 159, 160, 161, 162] TMDs usually represented as MX2, where M is a group

IVB, VB, VIB, VIIB transition metal and X a chalcogen (S, Se, Te) are a class of

layered materials which are held together by weak van der Waals force with strong

in-plane covalent bonds. Different TMDs exhibit insulating (HfS2) [163] , metallic

(NbS2, VSe2) [163] , semi-metallic (WTe2,TeS2 ) [163], semiconducting (MoS2)[164]

and superconducting (TaS2) [164, 165] behaviour. TMDs find numerous applications

including in field effect transistors [166, 88], photovoltaic solar cells [167, 168, 66],

photodiodes [167, 169], photodetectors [170], light emitting diode [167], sensors [171]

,memristors.[172]

Among various TMDs, MoS2 is one of the most widely researched materials.

MoS2 exhibits an indirect (1.29 eV) to direct (1.9 eV) bandgap transition with en-
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hanced photoluminescence efficiency (more than a factor of 104 compared to bulk)

when the thickness is reduced to a monolayer.[18] Bandgap changes with the number

of layers and lies in the visible region. At excitonic resonances, single layer MoS2

can absorb upto 10 % of the incident photons.[173] Field effect transistors based on

MoS2 have exhibited mobility upto 200 cm2V-1s-1 with 108 current on/off ratio.[57]

Large mechanical strength, tunable bandgap [18], lack of dangling bonds, and ther-

mal stability upto 1100 °C [57] makes it attractive for electronic and optoelectronic

applications. MoS2 also finds applications in valleytronics and spintronics due to

the broken inversion symmetry, which results in two inequivalent valleys in its band

structure.[174]

MoS2 can be synthesised by mechanical exfoliation [175], liquid exfoliation [176],

chemical exfoliation [177, 178], chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [179, 180, 181],

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [182], atomic layer deposition (ALD) [183], physi-

cal vapour deposition (PVD).[184] Among different synthesis methods, CVD offers

the advantage of wafer-scale coverage, low cost, and direct synthesis over various

substrates with large grain-size films.[48] Another advantage is that by choosing a

suitable condition, it is possible to grow lateral heterostructure with an atomically

sharp interface between MoS2-MoSe2, WS2-WSe2 [185],WS2-MoS2 [82], WSe2-MoS2

[186]. Much research is being carried out in CVD grown MoS2 with reported several

millimeters to centimeter-scale coverage over the substrate. [179, 187, 188] Sulfur

and various molybdenum containing materials such as MoO3 powder [179], evapo-

rated molybdenum thin films [189], MoCl5 [190],(NH4)2MoS4 [191] are used as the

precursor for the chemical vapor deposition of MoS2.

One of the main challenges in CVD is to get reproducible results from batch-to-

batch growth. Even on the same batch, depending on the position of the substrate,

the growth can be different. This is mainly due to the poor control over the vapor-

ization and amount of precursor reaching the substrates during the reaction, which
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are crucial in deciding the morphology of the resultant film.[188] Apart from the

substrate surface treatment, reproducible 2D materials growth using CVD depends

critically on various growth parameters such as carrier gas flow rate, reaction temper-

ature, position of the substrate, reaction time, distance between the precursors and

substrate.[192, 106] In this chapter, we have studied in detail the effect of the flow

rate of the carrier gas, position of substrate, temperature and the role of growth pro-

moter in the synthesis of MoS2 monolayer using a home built atmospheric pressure

CVD. We were successful in growing continuous monolayer of MoS2 over the entire

substrate (cm2 area) with repeatable results under the same growth conditions.

3.2 Experimental details

The general procedure used for the study is as follows. MoO3 powder was placed in

an alumina boat at the center of the furnace in a quartz tube with sulfur powder in

another boat upstream at a fixed distance away from the MoO3 boat. 300 nm SiO2

coated silicon wafers ultrasonically cleaned (in acetone and IPA) and oxygen plasma

treated were used as the substrates and were placed downstream on a separate boat

facing up away from the MoO3 boat. The substrates were coated with a drop of

NaCl solution to promote growth. The furnace temperature was ramped to the

desired temperature at the rate of 5 ℃ min-1 and remained at that temperature for

20 minute and allowed to cool down gradually. Argon/Nitrogen was used as the

carrier gas. Various growth conditions were varied depending on the study.
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3.3 Results and discussions

3.3.1 Effect of growth promoter (NaCl)

Several approaches to enhance the growth and coverage of monolayer TMDs, like

using aromatic seeding promoters,[179] alkali halides.[120, 193, 194] and patterned

substrates [195] have been studied previously. All these methods help in lowering the

nucleation energy barrier. Studies reveal that sodium in NaCl assist in the growth

[196] and can easily be removed during the transfer process. A two order increase

in the lateral dimension of single crystalline MoS2 was observed in the presence

of alkali halide (NaCl or KI).[197] We have systematically studied the need and

role of a growth promoter like NaCl (commonly known as salt)in continuous layer

formation. The advantage of using NaCl as a seeding layer is its ease of deposition,

easy availability, and the resulting continuous coverage over the entire substrate with

minimal quantity. We first aimed to optimize and understand the role of the growth

promoter in enhancing the coverage of the monolayer and its impact on the optical

and electrical properties of the as-grown film (without transferring it to a different

substrate).

50 mg MoO3 and 500 mg sulfur separated by a distance of 18 cm were used as the

precursors and was placed in a 4 cm inner diameter quartz tube. 60 sccm nitrogen

was used as the carrier gas. The substrates were placed on a separate boat facing up

5 cm away from the edge of the MoO3 boat downstream. The reaction temperature

was set to 750 ℃ for a duration of 20 minutes.

When the synthesis was carried out without using NaCl, it was observed that

small patches of monolayer MoS2 were formed discontinuously over the substrate

at random locations. The layers were formed mostly around some inhomogeneities

and towards the edges of the substrates (Figure 3.1(a)). This suggests that the
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Figure 3.1: Optical microscope images of the sample synthesized (a) without salt
(b) with salt coated over the substrate. Scale bar: 20 µm. (c) Comparison of MoS2

monolayers formed over the entire substrate (right) with a bare substrate (left).

inhomogeneities help in the nucleation and formation of MoS2 film. Similar obser-

vations have been reported earlier.[195, 198] In the absence of any growth promoter,

MoS2 formation was random, and also the repeatability of the result was limited.

Monolayers with a length upto 132 µm were obtained at best using this method.

To study the effect of growth promoter, keeping the growth conditions fixed, syn-

thesis was carried out using NaCl (salt) as a growth promoter. 2mM NaCl solution

was prepared in distilled water. The solution was coated over the substrate by spin

coating and then heated at 150 ℃ to remove water molecules. It was observed that

there was a continuous coverage of monolayer over a scale of a centimeter (Figure

3.1(b)). The coverage was only limited by the size of the substrate as we were able

to get repeated continuous coverage over bigger substrates under optimal conditions

(Figure 3.1(c)). Small patches of bilayers were also observed throughout the sample.

NaCl and MoO3 react in the vapor phase to form an intermediate compound that

gets deposited over the substrate, undergoes further sulfurization and promotes the

growth of the film.[193] It has been reported that when NaCl is used as a growth

promoter, it reacts with MoO3 first to form an intermediate less volatile compound

NaxMoOy which reacts with sulfur and form MoS2.[121] We observed that an opti-

mum concentration of salt is required to grow a large-area monolayer. A higher or
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lower concentration resulted in predominantly bulk growth or poor coverage, respec-

tively.

Figure 3.2: FESEM images of the MoS2 samples synthesized (a) without salt (b)
with salt coating. Scale bar (a) 1 µm(b) 10 µm.

Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) images (Figures 3.2(a) and

(b)) show the continuity of the synthesized films. The crystal quality of the syn-

thesized film can be inferred from the transmission electron microscope (TEM) im-

ages. (Figure 3.3) The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern shows the

hexagonal crystal lattice structure and confirms the single crystalline nature of the

synthesized MoS2.

Figure 3.3: (a,b) HRTEM image ( bottom inset: SAED pattern, top inset : d spacing
) of monolayer MoS2
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Optical Characterisation

Figure 3.4 shows the Raman and Photoluminescence spectra of samples synthesized

with and without growth promoter. The difference in E1
2g and A1g peaks, which

Figure 3.4: (a) Raman and (b) photoluminescence spectra of samples with and
without salt coating. It is clearly evident that a similar quality monolayer is obtained
in both cases. The absence of any additional peak on the lower side of the Raman
spectra indicates no additional disorder is present in the sample synthesized with
NaCl.

indicates the number of layers, was found to be 19.24 cm-1 (Figure 3.4(a)), which is

in accordance with the value of the monolayer.[199] It has been reported that in the

presence of disorder, a low-frequency peak in Raman spectra is observed, labeled as

LA(M) peak at around ∼227 cm-1. [200, 201, 130] No such peaks were observed in

our sample indicating the absence of any disorder. The absence of any additional

peaks in the low-frequency side of the Raman spectra indicates that the addition of

NaCl did not produce any doping in the as-grown MoS2.[121]

PL spectra show two direct excitonic peaks corresponding to A1 and B1 excitons.[6]

The excitonic peak positions of A1 and B1 were found to be at 681 nm and 634 nm,

respectively, for sample without salt and at 677 nm and 631 nm for sample with

salt coating (Figure 3.4(b)). The PL peak intensities were higher for the samples
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without salt. But our Raman data indicates no enhancement of vacancy-mediated

defect in these samples. We think that the lower PL signal from the NaCl-assisted

grown sample is due to the reduction of grain boundaries. We have observed that

the MoS2 layers grown without NaCl have more circular in shape with smooth edges

(Figure 3.1(a)). This is because in the absence of any growth promoter, MoS2 flakes

were observed to grow in random orientation and with smaller domain size due to the

sparsely located nucleation points. This results in flakes with more grain boundaries

and irregular shapes. Whereas flakes synthesized with NaCl are composed of large

triangular domains. Enhancement of PL from the grain boundary has been reported

previously. [202] Also, the shoulder peak in PL spectra of the sample synthesized

with NaCl near to 677 nm indicates the presence of negatively charged excitons (tri-

ons A- ). The appearance of charged excitons indicates that the addition of NaCl

during growth can promote the emission efficiency of the excitons.[203]

Electrical Characterisation

Electrical characteristics (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) of the films were studied by fabricating

devices using photolithography, followed by depositing 5 nm chromium and 65 nm

gold contact materials using thermal evaporation. In both cases, I–V characteristics

showed a linear behavior indicating the formation of Ohmic contacts (Figures 3.5(a)

and (c)). Significant photoresponse was observed in both cases when illuminated

with a white light-emitting diode (LED) of 0.15 mW intensity (Figures 3.5(a) and

(c)).

The transient photoresponse of the devices was studied using a 405 nm wavelength

LED with 12 mW cm-2 illumination intensity and at 1.5 volts applied bias on the

sample. Representative photoresponse of samples synthesized without salt coating

and with salt coating are shown in Figures 3.5(b) and (d), respectively. The rise time
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was slightly less for the sample with salt coating (14.7 s) compared to that without

salt (15.9 s), whereas the decay time (32.3 s) was same for both the cases.

Figure 3.5: I-V characteristics and I-t characteristics of the MoS2 sample synthesized
(a), (b) without salt (c), (d) with salt coated over the substrate. White LED of 0.15
mW cm−2 intensity was used for the photocurrent measurement in (a) and (c). UV
LED of 405 nm wavelength and 12 mW cm−2 intensity was used for the transient
photoresponse measurement shown in (b) and (d)

Carrier transport in the devices was investigated using back gated field-effect

transistor (FET) configuration at ambient conditions without any annealing. Isd- Vg

transfer curve shows n-type unipolar behavior of MoS2 (Figures 3.6(a) and (c)). All

the devices exhibited an on/off ratio of the order of > 104. The Isd- Vbg transfer

curves showed good saturation behavior for both types of samples (Figures 3.6(b)

and (d)). Mobility was calculated from the slope of Isd-Vg curve using the following
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Figure 3.6: Source-drain current versus back gate voltage sweep (Isd- Vbg) and source-
drain current versus source-drain voltage sweep (Isd- Vsd) of devices made on the
MoS2 film synthesized (a), (b) without salt, and (c), (d) with salt. Isd-Vbg charac-
teristics show n-type unipolar behavior and good current saturation observed in Isd-
Vsd characteristics for both type of sample.

equation [120]

µ =
dIsd
dVg

L

WCgVsd

(3.1)

where L is the channel length, W is the channel width,Cg is the gate capacitance

per unit area (Cg = 8.854 x 1012 F m-1, εr for SiO2 is 3.9, and d is the thickness of

SiO2, here it is 300 nm). Sample with salt coating showed higher mobility of 1.06

cm2V-1s-1 compared to without salt ( 0.28 cm2V-1s-1). The reason for the lower value

of mobility in without salt sample might be because of an increase in the number of

grain boundaries. We have shown in Figure 3.1(a) that without salt grown MoS2 has
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an irregular shape, which could arise if the individual grain sizes within the patch

are small. The enhanced scattering of the charge carrier from these grain boundaries

is probably the reason for the observed low mobility in samples synthesized without

salt. As we have discussed earlier that samples having more grain boundary will have

more PL intensity [202], which is also consistent with the relatively large PL intensity

observed in these samples (Figure 3.4(b)). Mobility values for samples grown with

salt were comparable to those reported at ambient conditions.[204, 205, 206] Since the

study was focused only on understanding the effect of growth promoter, there is still

scope for enhancement in mobility by annealing, transferring the as-grown sample

to another suitable ultra-clean substrate, providing a high dielectric environment or

by depositing top gate. Details of the mobility limiting factor will be addressed in

the next chapter.

3.3.2 Effect of position of the substrate

The distance and position of the substrate with respect to the source has a profound

impact on the resultant film. We have studied the effect of the position of the

substrate by keeping the substrate at varying distances from the source. MoO3

powder was kept at 16 cm from the sulfur source. The substrates were placed 3

mm away from each other on a separate boat at 3.8 cm away from the end of

the molybdenum boat, as shown in Figure 3.7(a). Considering the sensitivity of

CVD parameters to the resultant film, we fixed a combination of flow rate, growth

temperature, time, amount of precursor, the distance between sources and substrate

and carefully studied the effect of substrate position by varying the distance of the

substrate from the source.

It was observed that (Figures 3.7(c)–(h)) as the distance of the substrate in-

creases, the relative size and coverage of the film first increase and then decrease.
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In every substrate, triangle-shaped monolayers were formed, which started merging

and forming different shapes showing a tendency to form a continuous film. This

tendency initially increased with distance and then decreased (schematically shown

in Figure 3.7(b)). Coverage of the film was calculated using ImageJ software. We

found that the monolayer area increased from (a) 54.09 % (b) 54.74 % (c) 69.98 %

and then decreased to (d) 48.97 % (e) 33.43 % (f) 16.51 %.

Figure 3.7: (a) Schematic of the effect of position of substrate (distance measured
from the edge of the MoO3 boat) and (b) the schematic shows the variation of
coverage of the film over the substrate with the position of the substrate. (c)–(h)
Optical images of the sample placed at various distances. Scale bar: 100 µm.

These results show that for a particular set of growth temperature, flow rate,
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amount, and distance between the precursors, there is a particular position (sweet

spot) of the substrate where the monolayer coverage will be the best. We have

repeated the study for different combinations of parameters and found that the

position of the sweet spot changes with other parameters. For example, with an

increasing (decreasing) flow rate, it moves away (closer) from the MoO3 boat, and

the trend of coverage remains the same. We speculate that the concentration gradient

of the vapourised precursor over distance might result in different mixing ratios of

the precursors at different points resulting in the different densities and sizes of the

layer.

3.3.3 Effect of temperature

Temperature decides the amount of material in the vapor phase, which influences

the adsorption-desorption mechanism. The position determines the ratio of the pre-

cursor mixture. So we studied the effect of temperature on different positions of the

substrates. We choose the values of various other parameters such that the effect

of temperature will be prominently visible. The distance between sulfur and MoO3

sources was fixed at 15 cm. The flow rate of Argon gas was fixed at 24 sccm (which

gave a decent flake size of more than 20 microns at 700 ℃).

SiO2/Si substrates of nearly 1 × 1 cm were placed away from each other. At 650

℃, we observed the presence of small triangular-shaped monolayer (optical micro-

scope images shown in Figure 3.8), and few-layer (from the optical contrast they were

identified as more than 3 layers) triangular domains throughout the substrate up to

6.5 cm. Beyond this distance, the substrates do not have any observable deposition.

At 675 ℃, monolayer triangles were observed in all the substrates, with increased

size and density compared to 650 ℃. Also at 2.5 cm, long nanorods were observed

whose length and density substantially decreased at 4.5 cm and almost was absent
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Figure 3.8: Optical microscope images of samples synthesized at various tempera-
tures for different positions of substrates. Scale bar 20 µm.

beyond that. At 700 ℃, along with triangular domains, some star-shaped domains

also appeared.

The size of the individual domains increased with distance and became maximum

at 10 cm then decreased. At 725 °C, along with monolayers, the substrate was

covered with particles (these are basically bulk MoS2 deposition) whose density also

showed an increase and then decreased. At 750 ℃, the substrates were covered with

these bulk MoS2 particles, and no layers were observed anywhere. From the optical

microscope images (Figure 3.8), we also observe that for a fixed distance, an increase

in temperature increases the size of the monolayer domain. And after attaining a
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maximum size, it starts to decrease on further increase in temperature. For the given

conditions, we observed that 700 ℃ was the optimal temperature for the growth of

monolayer MoS2.

These observations can be explained by considering the availability of reactants

at a particular substrate position with temperature. At lower temperatures, the

rate of vaporization of MoO3 is less, thereby limiting the available precursor for the

reaction. With the increase in temperature, the concentration of available reactants

and the rate of reaction increases, which increases the size of the monolayer domain.

However, at higher temperatures along with adsorption, desorption of reactants also

takes place.[207] The preference of monolayer or multilayer growth will also strongly

depend on the amount of precursor available in that particular position. For higher

concentrations of precursor and low desorption rate, multilayer or particle growth

will be promoted.

3.3.4 Effect of flowrate

To study the effect of the flow rate of carrier gas on the growth of MoS2 different

growth parameters like the amount of precursor, the distance between the precursors,

and temperature were fixed while varying only the flow rate of the carrier gas (we

have used argon as carrier gas). The flow rate of the carrier gas decides the amount

of reactants available for reaction and the time for which the reactants stay at a

particular point.

When the flow rate was below 5 sccm we did not observe any deposition on the

substrate (Figure 3.9(a)), which indicates that a lower flow rate of the carrier gas

cannot carry sufficient precursor to the substrate to facilitate proper reaction. But

with 5 sccm argon flow, the substrate was covered with particles. As the flow rate is

increased to 7.5 sccm, a continuous monolayer of MoS2 was obtained (Figure 3.9(b)).
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Figure 3.9: Optical images of the obtained MoS2 sample at a different flow rate of
argon: (a) 5 sccm (b) 7.5 sccm (c) 10 sccm (d) 15 sccm. Scale bar 20 µm. It is
clear that at 7.5 sccm flow a continuous clean monolayer is obtained with minimal
overgrowth.

Further increasing to 10 sccm, cracks were observed in the layer with visible layer

boundaries (Figure 3.9(c)). At 15 sccm, along with discontinuous layers, bulk depo-

sitions were observed throughout the layer (Figure 3.9(d)). This could be because

the presence of excess reactants helps in further nucleation and thereby result in bulk

depositions. Our results clearly indicate the presence of a very narrow window (∼2

sccm) of flow rate in which continuous monolayer can be obtained. It is important

to mention that this window will depend on the diameter of the CVD tube, the

distance between the precursor and substrate, and the amount of precursor.

Optimizing all the growth parameters, we successfully synthesized large area

continuous monolayer MoS2.
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Figure 3.10: Continous monolayer of MoS2 obtained over the entire substrate (bot-
tom). Bare Si/SiO2 substrate (top) for comparison.

3.4 Summary

Here we have discussed the synthesis of monolayers of 2D materials using CVD con-

sidering MoS2 as a model system. It is important to mention that the CVD param-

eter depends primarily on the particular materials one needs to grow.[208, 209, 210]

Here we have tried to provide a methodology that will help to optimize parameters

for the growth of new materials relatively quickly and in less number of trials. We

have discussed various growth parameters taking MoS2 as an example. For other

materials, the parameters will change. But the methodology will be equally useful

for the optimization of CVD growth of any 2D materials. In order to elucidate the

methodology, we have studied the effects of different growth parameters like flow

rate, the position of the substrate, and temperature. A direct comparison of the film

synthesized with and without growth promoter was made. Our study shows that

treating the substrate with a growth promoter helps in enhancing the coverage of

the monolayer and does not degrade the electrical performance of the devices. Also,

an optimum concentration of growth promoter is required for large-area monolayer

growth. Our study provides a recipe to optimize CVD growth parameters for achiev-

ing large-area monolayer of 2D materials. We suggest that, in order to optimize the

CVD process (apart from using a suitable growth promoter where the prior knowl-
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edge might be available), among several lab-dependent parameters such as flow rate,

position of precursors and substrates, one should first take a sufficient amount of

precursors, then fix a suitable temperature for growth of a particular material, then

do the position-dependent study (by placing substrate at various places) for various

flow rate at this temperature. This study will help to quickly find the suitable po-

sition of substrate and flow rate for a particular temperature. As temperature and

vapor pressure will control the rate of adsorption and desorption on the substrate

surface, optimization of temperature for a given precursor concentration will help

to reduce the overgrowth. Alternatively, one can fix the temperature and vary the

precursor amount. The latter method is preferred for materials with a small temper-

ature window. We hope this systematic study will allow researchers to quickly find

the optimum growth condition for the monolayer of many 2D materials using CVD.
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Chapter 4

Modulating the Transport Proper-

ties of Monolayer MoS2 FET through

Dielectric Engineering

4.1 Introduction

The unique electronic and optical properties of 2D TMDs have attracted research

attention over the past decade owing to their potential in various electronic and

optoelectronic applications and in fundamental studies.[104, 28] Atomically thin

2D TMDs are very sensitive to their surrounding environment.[37] They experi-

ence reduced dielectric screening, producing strong electron-electron and electron-

hole interactions.[56] Since the dielectric screening within a 2D material is low, the

surrounding environment can strongly modify the interaction between the charge

carriers and alter their electronic transport and optoelectronic properties.[37, 36] Di-

electric screening provided by the surrounding environment strongly influences the

electronic bandgap, exciton binding energy, Coulomb impurity scattering, and defect

level transitions in 2D materials.[37, 56, 36, 2]

For example, the quasiparticle bandgap and exciton binding energy of mono-

layer TMDs have been tuned by several 100 meVs, by varying the surrounding

dielectric environment.[211, 35] 2D TMDs are also known to have various struc-

tural defects.[212, 213, 53] Depending on the energy level of the defects, they can

be shallow or deep.[214, 215] The deep defects, which can be detrimental to the de-
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vice’s performance can be made shallow by modifying the effective dielectric constant

of the surrounding environment.[3] 2D TMDs also suffer from low mobility values,

primarily due to the scattering of charge carriers by the Coulomb impurities.[4]

Mobility can be enhanced considerably by screening the long-range Coulomb im-

purities using a high dielectric constant (ϵ) gate dielectrics or by encapsulating

in a high ϵ environment.[56, 4, 38] For instance, transport studies in graphene

transistors have shown mobility enhancement by varying the surrounding dielec-

tric environment.[216, 217] Similarly in TMDs, the room temperature mobility in a

monolayer MoS2 FET was increased to 200 cm2/V s by depositing 30 nm HfO2 as

the top gate dielectric.[57] A threefold enhancement in mobility was also observed

when a thin layer of Al2O3 was coated on a back-gated monolayer MoS2 device.[206]

Though high ϵ solid dielectrics effectively screen the Coulomb impurities and en-

hance the mobility, the surface optical phonons from the dielectric degrade the mobil-

ity of the devices by scattering the charge carriers at room temperature.[217, 51, 218]

The competitive effect between dielectric screening and surface phonon scattering in

high ϵ dielectrics leaves little room for mobility improvement. [4, 217, 219] On the

other hand, the absence of long-range surface phonon vibrations in liquid dielectrics

[220] makes them suitable for understanding the effect of Coulomb impurities on

carrier scattering with a tunable dielectric environment.

In this chapter, we modulate the electronic transport and optoelectronic prop-

erties of monolayer MoS2 by varying their surrounding dielectric environment using

various liquid dielectrics. A major advantage of using liquid over solid dielectrics is

the possibility of studying the effect of several dielectric mediums on the same device.

The dielectric screening of charged impurities by the dielectric medium produced a

significant improvement in the ON current and mobility of the FET device. For a

back-gated FET, mobility monotonously increased with the dielectric constant of the

medium demonstrating more than two-order enhancement. Also, with an increase
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in the source-drain bias and in the presence of a high ϵ medium, the output char-

acteristics exhibited a non-linear increase in the source-drain current deviating from

the saturating behavior. We also observed a change in the photoresponse relaxation

times calculated from the time-resolved photoresponse of the device with the dielec-

tric medium. The rise time increased, and decay time decreased with an increase in

the dielectric constant of the medium. These results are discussed in terms of the

dielectric screening of Coulomb interactions between the charge carriers and defects

by the dielectric medium.

4.2 Experimental details

FET devices were fabricated on CVD-grown monolayer MoS2. A degenerately doped

p-type silicon with 300 nm thermally grown SiO2 was used as the substrate. Contact

leads were patterned using photolithography, followed by chromium/Gold (5nm/65nm)

metal deposition by thermal evaporation. Devices had a channel length (L) of 4 µm

and width (W) of 27 µm (Figure 4.1(b)). The surrounding dielectric environment

was varied by exposing the semiconducting MoS2 channel to various organic liquids

(Hexane, Anisole, Novec 7100, Isopropyl alcohol (IPA), Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK))

with dielectric constant varying from 1.89 to 18. A constant supply of the liquid

was maintained to ensure that the liquid did not get dried on the device and any

additional scatterer got adsorbed on the channel surface. To prevent the liquid from

coming in contact with the back silicon and change the effective capacitance, PDMS

(poly(dimethylsiloxane)) wells were patterned around the devices, which will restrict

the liquid to the top of the device only (Figure 4.1 (a)).The inner diameter and the

depth of the PDMS well were around 0.5 cm. PDMS does not dissolve in any of the

chosen liquids [221] and hence do not contribute to any additional scattering or con-

ductivity. To prevent errors due to any leakage current, the metal contact pads were
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masked by depositing an insulating layer of silicon nitride (SiNx), which prevents the

metal pad from coming in direct contact with the liquids. Measurements were also

performed without masking, and similar results were obtained. After every measure-

ment, the liquid was removed, and devices were washed in acetone and IPA and then

blow-dried with nitrogen gas. Possible errors due to any leakage current through the

liquid mediums were also taken care of by measuring a blank device of the same di-

mension without MoS2. FET measurements were performed using Yokogawa GS820

multichannel source-measure unit. All the measurements were performed at ambient

conditions and at room temperature.

Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of the device geometry and PDMS well patterned around
the device to restrict the liquid just at the top of the device (b) Optical microscope
image of the device fabricated over monolayer MoS2.To avoid any leakage current,
the liquid was prevented from coming in direct contact with the metal contacts by
depositing silicon nitride and an opening (area within the dotted lines) was made at
the semiconducting channel to control the surrounding dielectric environment. (c)
Raman spectra and (d) Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of monolayer MoS2.
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4.3 Results and discussions

Figure 4.1 (b) shows the optical microscope image of the device fabricated over

CVD-grown monolayer MoS2 with an insulating layer of silicon nitride deposited on

top, which prevents the gold contacts from coming in direct contact with the liquid

dielectric medium. Monolayer MoS2 was identified and confirmed by Raman spec-

troscopy. Figure 4.1 (c) shows the Raman spectra of monolayer MoS2. Raman shift

of 19.7 cm−1 between the in-plane (E1
2g) and out-of-plane ( A1g) vibrational modes

confirm the formation of monolayer MoS2.[124, 191] Further, the photoluminescence

peaks were observed at 671 nm and 628 nm corresponding to the A1 and B1 excitons

of monolayer MoS2.[6]

4.3.1 Transfer Characteristics

The influence of the surrounding dielectric environment was studied by performing

electrical measurements on two terminal devices fabricated on monolayer MoS2 with

silicon as the back gate. The transfer characteristics of the devices (Figure 4.2

(a)) in the presence of various liquid dielectric mediums like hexane, anisole, Novec,

IPA, and MEK were studied. The ON current and the transconductance of the

device increased in the presence of the dielectric medium. The larger the dielectric

ϵ of the medium, the greater the enhancement observed. This enhancement can

be attributed to the reduction in the charge carrier scattering due to the dielectric

screening of Coulomb impurities. All the devices maintained an ON/OFF ratio

≥ 104 in all mediums. In addition to the dielectric screening of Coulomb impurities,

the increase in OFF current could also be due to the detrapping of electrons from

the defect states. Various defects present in MoS2 can act as deep or shallow traps

depending on their position in the energy gap.[222] Sulfur vacancies, usually present
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Figure 4.2: (a) Comparison of transfer characteristics of MoS2 FET in the presence
of various dielectric mediums. (V∗

g is the gate voltage at which Isd starts increasing
above the OFF state) (b) Mobility as a function of the dielectric constant of different
mediums.

in MoS2, can induce deep defect levels.[47] Deep defect levels can be screened by

a dielectric medium and get transitioned into shallow levels.[3] Depending on the

dielectric constant of the medium, more shallow levels can be generated. When a

negative gate voltage is applied, the fermi level is far away from the conduction

band edge, and the detrapping of electrons from the shallow levels lying closer to

the conduction band occurs, causing an increase in the OFF current.[223] Hence

we observe an increase in both the ON and OFF current with an increase in the

dielectric constant of the surrounding dielectric medium. In addition, the reduction

in the bandgap of MoS2 with the dielectric environment could also contribute to the

increase in OFF current.[35]

The field effect mobility (µ) of the devices were calculated using the Y function

method.[96] Mobility determined using this method is considered more accurate and

free from the influence of contact resistance due to the presence of Schottky barrier

at the source and drain electrodes. Y function is defined as [96]

Y =
Isd√
gm

(4.1)
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and

µ = [
dY

d(Vg − Vt)
]2

L

WCoxVsd

(4.2)

where Isd is the source-drain current, Cox is the oxide capacitance, Vt is the threshold

voltage, gm is the trans conductance defined as gm = dIsd
dVg

and Vg is the gate voltage.

The device exhibited mobility of 1 cm2/Vs in the absence of any liquid dielectric

medium. This value is in the range of previously reported mobility values measured

at ambient conditions and for devices fabricated on Si/SiO2 substrate without any

dielectric encapsulation.[57, 179] But there was a significant mobility enhancement

in the presence of the dielectric medium. Mobility monotonously increased with an

increase in the dielectric constant of the medium. A maximum value of 119 cm2/ Vs

was obtained for the device measured in MEK, demonstrating more than two order

enhancements. Four devices were measured and all the devices showed a similar

trend. This enhancement in mobility can be attributed to the dielectric screening

provided by the surrounding dielectric medium.

Mobility in 2D TMDs are often limited by various charge scattering mechanisms

like Coulomb impurities, structural defects, traps, lattice phonons, and remote in-

terfacial phonons etc.[224] Relatively low initial mobility of devices in the ambient

conditions and the significant mobility enhancement in the presence of dielectrics

points out the presence of a substantial amount of Coulomb impurities. Coulomb

impurities act as sources of long-range scattering centers. Various sources of Coulomb

impurities can be the charge traps present at the interface between MoS2 and the

dielectric [38] or sulfur vacancies, defects, or traps within MoS2 [53] etc. In addition,

gaseous adsorbents at the channel surface at ambient conditions or any chemical

residues from fabrication can also contribute to Coulomb impurity scattering. Hence

the Coulomb interaction between the charge carriers and charged impurities have

been screened by the surrounding dielectric medium, reducing the charge carrier

scattering and increasing the mobility.[225]
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The screening of Coulomb impurities by the dielectric medium can be observed by

studying the dependence of conductivity (σ = L
W

Isd
Vsd

) on the carrier density n ∝ ∆Vg.

For two-dimensional electron systems with parabolic energy bands, σ ∝ n2, indicates

Figure 4.3: Variation of conductivity (σ) with ∆Vg in (a) air and in the presence
of different dielectric mediums (b) Anisole (c) Novec (d) MEK. The dependence of
conductivity on the carrier density can give information about the nature of screening
of Coulomb impurities.

an unscreened Coulomb impurity, whereas σ ∝ n indicates a screened Coulomb

impurity.[55, 226] Figure 4.3(a-d) shows the dependence of σ on ∆Vg (∆Vg ∝ n)

in the absence and presence of various dielectric mediums. In the absence of any

high dielectric medium, σ had a stronger dependence on n, (∆Vg
1.4) whereas the

dependence gets weaker with the increasing dielectric constant of the medium. In

the presence of MEK, σ has a linear dependence on n, indicating an efficient dielectric

screening of Coulomb impurities.
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The Subthreshold swing (SS) of the devices was calculated and the values were

usually high 10V/decade in the absence of any dielectric medium. SS was calculated

using the following expression [96]

SS =
dVg

dlog10Isd
=

kT

q
ln(10)(1 +

CS + CIT

COX

) (4.3)

(where Vg is the gate voltage, Isd is the source drain current, k is the Boltzmann con-

stant, T is the temperature, q is the electron charge, CS is the is the semiconductor

capacitance, CIT is the interface trap capacitance and COX is the oxide capacitance).

For a fully depleted MoS2 FET, CS = 0.[96] If there were no interface traps present,

then the term in the bracket in equation (4.3) would be equal to one giving SS =

60mV/dec. But the obtained high value of SS in our device clearly signifies the pres-

ence of interface traps at the semiconductor dielectric interface.[227] Several reports

have shown the presence of charge traps at the semiconducting channel and at the

channel dielectric interface.[51, 55, 54] Structural defects like sulfur vacancies also

contribute to interface trap states. With an increase in the dielectric constant of

the surrounding dielectric medium, we observed a significant decrease in the value

of SS from 10 V/decade in air to less than 2 V/decade in MEK. This improvement

in SS can be ascribed to the dielectric screening of the charge traps and Coulomb

impurities.

4.3.2 Output Characteristics

The effect of surrounding dielectric was further studied by analyzing the source-

drain (output) characteristics of the devices. Output characteristics exhibited good

saturation behavior under ambient conditions (Figure 4.4(a)) and without any high

dielectric medium. The nature of the source-drain characteristics remains the same

in the presence of lower dielectric medium (Figure 4.4(b)), whereas in the presence
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of a higher dielectric medium, (Figure 4.4(c)) a significant deviation was observed.

In the presence of MEK, Isd does not maintain the saturation character. The out-

Figure 4.4: Source drain characteristics in the presence of (a) air, (b) hexane and
(c) MEK as the surrounding dielectric medium.

put curve now increases above the saturation current for a lower source-drain bias.

Such a sudden increase in current is usually observed with an increase in carrier

concentration. In 2D materials, various defects, and impurities present can act as

deep-level traps. Since 2D materials are very sensitive to their surrounding environ-

ment, the Coulomb interaction between the bound electrons and charged impurity in

the presence of a dielectric medium gets screened and weakened producing a deep to

shallow defect level transition.[2] The position of the defect transition level increases

with an increase in the dielectric constant of the surrounding dielectric medium.[2, 3]

More deep levels become shallow, and the energy needed to produce mobile charge

carriers reduces. Thus as the source-drain bias Vsd increases, more electrons get

de-trapped and are now available for conduction.[228, 229] Hence, an increase in

dielectric screening delocalizes the spatial distributions of the defect charge densi-

ties [2], reducing their strength and increasing the source-drain current. Another

possible reason for the observed output characteristics could be the reduction in the

bandgap of MoS2 in the presence of a higher dielectric medium. With a decrease
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in the bandgap, the voltage (Vsd) range over which the current remains saturated

decreases.[230]

4.3.3 Time resolved photoresponse

The dielectric environment, also strongly modulates the optoelectronic properties of

2D materials. Studying the time-resolved photoresponse of monolayer MoS2 in the

presence of various dielectric mediums can give further insights into the effect of

dielectric screening on carrier transport. The relaxation times were measured in the

presence of two different dielectric mediums (anisole and Novec) and compared with

that of the pristine device. (Figure 4.5)

Figure 4.5: (a) Time-resolved photoresponse across monolayer MoS2 when illumi-
nated with 405 nm LED at an intensity of 10 mW/cm2. Comparison of (b) rising
edge (c) falling edge, (d) rise time, and fall time in the presence of various dielectric
mediums.
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The chosen liquids do not have any absorption at the incident wavelength. The device

was biased at 1 V and illuminated with a 405 nm LED at an ON-OFF interval of

1 minute (Figure 4.5(a)). The rise and fall time demonstrated a dependence on the

dielectric constant of the medium. (Figure 4.5(b,c)) With the increase in dielectric

constant, the rise time was observed to increase and the fall time to decrease (Figure

4.5(d)). This change can be associated with the screening of defect levels in MoS2

by the dielectric medium.

The trap states present in the device determine the time taken by the photocur-

rent to reach a steady state value, whereas the value of the steady-state current is

determined by the recombination centers.[231] When a semiconductor is illuminated

with light, the equilibrium Fermi level splits into two steady-state Fermi levels corre-

sponding to the density of holes and electrons in the valence and conduction bands.

Those states lying between the steady states act as recombination centers whereas

those lying between the steady state and band edges act as trap states. Here, as

the increased dielectric screening provided by the surrounding dielectric medium

delocalizes the strongly localized states, deeper defect levels get transitioned into

shallow levels generating more trap states. With the increase in the trap states,

to reach a steady value of photocurrent, the density of carriers trapped in the trap

states should be increased in proportion to the density of free carriers.[231] Hence

we observe an increase in rise time with an increase in the dielectric constant of the

surrounding medium. The decay time is usually limited by the deep traps.[215] In a

photoconductor, the decay time is given by [215]

τ−1
t = spNvVth exp

(
−∆E

kT

)
(4.4)

where sp is the capture cross-section of the trap center, Nv is the effective density

of states in the valence bands, Vth is the thermal velocity of the carriers and ∆E

is the energy difference between the trap state and the valence band edge (∆E =
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Etp −Ev). As the energy difference between the trap state and band edges increase,

the detrapping time increases which in turn increases the decay time. Since the

defect transition level is inversely proportional to the effective dielectric constant of

the material, more deep levels become shallow as the dielectric screening increases.

Hence with an increase in the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium, we

observe a decrease in the fall time.

4.4 Summary

In summary, the sensitivity of 2D TMDs to their surrounding environment have

been exploited to tune their optoelectrical transport properties. We obtained a two-

order enhancement in mobility by varying the dielectric constant of the surrounding

medium. The efficient dielectric screening of Coulomb impurities by the surround-

ing medium resulted in a monotonous increase in mobility. The reduced bandgap

and screening of defects in MoS2 by the dielectric medium produced a non-linear

increase in source-drain current deviating from the saturation behavior in the out-

put characteristics. The screening of defects also contributed to the modulation of

the transient photoresponse relaxation times. Our study demonstrates a method

of improving the mobility and photoresponse relaxation in TMDs and provides a

substratum to investigate the intrinsic properties of MoS2 as well as other TMDs,

with potential application in various high-performance electronic and optoelectronic

devices. A better understanding of 2D devices in liquid environments will also help

in better designing various chemical and biological sensors and wearable devices.
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Chapter 5

Photoresponse Enhancement in Mixed-

Dimensional vdW Heterostructure

through Dielectric Engineering

This chapter is an adaptation of the research article published in ” Advanced Mate-

rials Interfaces 9(9), 2102054, 2022”.

5.1 Introduction

2D materials and their heterostructures offer greatly tunable optoelectronic proper-

ties which are not accessible in conventional 3D materials. 2D materials, because of

their reduced dimension, experience weak dielectric screening.[232, 233] This results

in a large exciton binding energy [232, 233, 32, 41, 234, 235] as well as increased

quasiparticle band gap [35] and make the electrical and optical properties of the

material susceptible to its dielectric environment.[33, 236] As mentioned in the pre-

vious chapter, the dielectric environment modifies the electron-hole interactions in

2D materials and helps in controlling the band gap of 2D materials [35, 237] without

disturbing the pristine quality of these materials. The the dielectric environment

also plays a crucial role in determining the impurity scattering of charge carriers

in 2D materials.[56, 38, 238] Depending on the dielectric mismatch between the 2D

semiconducting materials and the surrounding dielectric environment, the effective

potential experienced by a mobile electron due to an ionized impurity at the surface
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of the membrane enhances or diminishes.[56] This effect also depends on the thick-

ness of the semiconducting membrane. When the thickness increases above a critical

limit, dielectric mismatch has no effect on Coulomb scattering.[56] All these effects

show that controlling the dielectric environment of 2D materials is particularly inter-

esting because of its profound impact on the electronic band gap, screening, exciton

and trion binding energies, exciton transport, and mobility modulation, which can

help toward the the efficient design of various optoelectronic devices.

Even though research on 2D TMDs is growing faster with the discovery of more

exciting properties, its production and application has not yet started at an industrial

scale. So, it is very important to look for the possibility of combining the properties

of these 2D TMDs with the existing semiconductor technology. For various opto-

electronic applications, p–n junctions are one of the most important building blocks.

Conventional p–n junction made from 3D materials works due to the formation of a

depletion layer at the junction area of p-type and n-type bulk materials. The charac-

teristic of the depletion layer is determined by the dopant type and their amount on

both sides. The electric field present at the junction is responsible for the separation

of charge carriers in photodetectors and solar cells. In the case of heterostructures

of 2D materials, the p–n junction is formed due to the particular band structure

of the two adjacent layers held together by van der Waals interaction.[97, 239] In

this case, due to the presence of van der Waals gap, no depletion layer forms nor

band bending takes place and charge transport occurs via tunneling or hopping

across the van der Waals interface.[98, 240, 241] A single layer of n-type MoS2, when

combined with p-type silicon, forms a type-II heterojunction.[66, 84] Such a 2D–3D

heterojunction would help in the effective separation of electron–hole pairs which

found potential applications in photodetectors [242, 243, 244, 103, 245, 246] and

solar cells.[66, 247, 99, 248, 249]

Heterostructures of MoS2 with several bulk semiconductors like Si, Ge, GaAs,
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GaN, etc. have been studied, previously.[250] But combining MoS2 with silicon is

particularly interesting because of the excellent compatibility of silicon with the ex-

isting CMOS process and the possibility of silicon acting both as a substrate and

an active component with promising performance. The choice of silicon type results

in a different photodiode behavior due to the difference in band alignment between

MoS2 and n/p-type silicon.[169] The strong built-in electric field at the p-n junction

formed between p silicon and n MoS2, facilitates the efficient separation of photo-

generated charge carriers. It is a minority carrier-dominated device. In contrast, a

weak built-in field is developed at the n silicon/n MoS2 interface with a majority

carrier-dominated transport. Here the photogenerated exciton modulates the pho-

toresponsivity by varying the barrier height and width at the interface. In addition,

the reverse saturation current shows a deviation from the exponential current of the

p-n junction due to the dependence of its barrier height on the applied voltage. A

single layer of MoS2 can absorb as much solar light as 50 nm of silicon.[251] Thus,

with MoS2 as the photoactive layer could compensate for the requirement of thicker

silicon for efficient solar absorption.[252] Band-to-band tunnel field-effect transistors

formed by vdW heterostructure of bilayer MoS2 and highly doped Ge have exhibited

subthermionic subthreshold swing.[241]

In this chapter, we utilized the effect of a dielectric environment to achieve large

enhancement in the photodetection properties of mixed-dimensional vdW p–n junc-

tions fabricated by placing n-type MoS2 monolayer atop p-type silicon. We used

heavily doped Si as this will help in establishing a large electric field at the van

der Waals interface.[241] Also, the observed photoresponse will have only features of

MoS2, which will help to identify the changing contribution of MoS2 layer in vary-

ing dielectric environments. Due to the bulk nature of the silicon, the changing

dielectric constant of the environment will have little or no effect. Any change in

the optoelectronic properties of such 2D–3D hetero-interface p–n junction will be

primarily due to the MoS2 monolayer. We studied the optoelectronic characteristics
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under varying dielectric environments to understand how the change in the dielectric

environment affects the current-voltage characteristics and photoresponse properties

of these heterostructures. Several liquids as well as solid dielectrics with various

dielectric constants were used to tune the dielectric environment. A large enhance-

ment in photocurrent was observed with the increasing dielectric constant of the

environment. Though we observed increased dark current with increasing dielectric

constant, the overall enhancement of photoresponse was much stronger.

5.2 Experimental details

5.2.1 CVD synthesis of MoS2

60 mg MoO3 powder was placed in an alumina boat at the center of the furnace. 600

mg sulfur was placed in a separate boat at around 200 ℃ towards the left of MoO3

boat separated by a distance of 15 cm. SiO2/ Si substrates were placed facing up on

a separate boat towards the right of MoO3 boat at a distance of 2cm from it. The

reaction was carried out at 700 ℃ for 20 minutes with nitrogen as the carrier gas at

a flow rate of 28 sccm.

5.2.2 Heterostructure fabrication

Silicon-MoS2 heterostructure was formed by transferring CVD-grown monolayer MoS2

using a wet transfer method onto a patterned SiO2/ Si substrate. The substrate con-

sists of degenerately doped p-type silicon (0.001-0.005 ohm-cm) with 300 nm ther-

mally grown SiO2. A part of the SiO2 was removed from the SiO2/ Si substrate by a

combination of wet and dry etching. Initially, 250 nm SiO2 was removed by reactive

ion etching (RIE) using a SF6: O2 mixture. The remaining 50 nm was removed
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by buffered oxide etchant (BOE). A second wet etching step was done with dilute

HF to passivate the Si surface properly.[253] Monolayers of MoS2 were immediately

transferred onto this surface. The atomic force microscope image of the silicon sur-

face after the etching process shows the formation of a smooth surface (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: (a) AFM image and (b) Line profile ( corresponding to the blue line in
fig.(a)) of the silicon surface after etching the SiO2 layer.

The root mean square (RMS) roughness of the silicon surface after etching the SiO2

layer is about 0.362 nm with a mean height of less than 1 nm, indicating a smooth

surface. Figure 5.2 shows the various steps involved in making the heterostructure.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the steps involved in patterning the SiO2/Si substrate and
subsequent transfer of monolayer MoS2 to form the Si- MoS2 heterostructure.

5.3 Results and discussions

5.3.1 Optical Charactersation

Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) show the FESEM and optical microscope image, respec-

tively of a typical monolayer MoS2 transferred over the patterned SiO2/Si substrate

forming the heterostructure. The image shows that the transferred film is uniform

and continuous without any tear due to the transfer process. Photoluminescence and

Raman spectra in Figure 5.3(c) and 5.3(d), respectively were used to characterize

the MoS2 synthesized using CVD before and after transferring to the patterned sub-

strate. Raman spectra (Figure 5.3(d)) shows two prominent peaks at 380.2 cm−1 and

400 cm−1 corresponding to in-plane (E1
2g) and out-of-plane ( A1g) vibrational modes.

A difference of 19.8 cm−1 between the modes confirms the formation of monolayer

MoS2.[254]

The E1
2g and A1g modes get slightly shifted to 380 cm−1 and 399.9 cm−1 re-
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Figure 5.3: (a) FESEM and (b) Optical microscope images of the silicon– MoS2

heterostructure. In the optical image monolayer MoS2 is only visible on the SiO2

part. (c) Photoluminescence (PL) and (d) Raman spectra of as-grown monolayer
MoS2 before and after transferring on to the patterned substrate.

spectively after transferring to the patterned substrate. PL measurements (Figure

5.2(d)) show a strong signal at 1.81 eV corresponding to the A1 exciton peak and a

small B1 excitonic peak at 1.95 eV.[254] After transfer, the peak position of the A

exciton slightly shifts to 1.82 eV and the peak intensity increases. The shifts in both

Raman and PL spectra can be attributed to the release of the tensile strain during

the transfer process, which was built in the as-grown material due to the mismatch

in the thermal expansion coefficient of MoS2 and Si/SiO2.[255] Hence the pretransfer

quality of the MoS2 flakes is retained and preserved after the transfer process.
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5.3.2 Electrical Characterisation

The I–V characteristics in the absence of light show strong rectifying diode behavior

(Figure 5.4(a)). When illuminated with a 535 nm LED of intensity 2 mW cm−2,

significant photocurrent was observed (Figure 5.4(a)). The device has an area of

approximately 0.019 mm2. In conventional (bulk) p–n junction, a wider depletion

region and an enhanced electric field in the reverse bias results in a higher pho-

tocurrent due to the photogenerated carriers, whereas a narrow depletion region,

results in a negligible photocurrent in the forward direction. In the case of the vdW

heterostructures, no such depletion layer forms and the band structure of the in-

dividual materials remains intact whose relative position decides the nature of the

I–V characteristics.[98] The CVD-grown monolayers of MoS2 are n-type and it forms

a type-II heterojunction with p-silicon.[256] To ensure that the observed behavior

is from the heterojunction and not from the contacts, we made separate devices

across the MoS2 as well as silicon using similar contact materials and measured the

I–V characteristics ( (Figure 5.4(b,c))). The linear and symmetric I–V curve across

both the devices confirms that the asymmetric I–V characteristic is from Si–MoS2

due to the presence of van der Waals p–n junction. Using the conventional p–n

junction diode equation, we estimate an ideality factor of 2.9. Based on the diode

equation, ideality factor is one when the carrier recombination is direct bimolecular

(Langevin) type and the value becomes two for trap-mediated (Shockley–Read–Hall)

recombination.[97, 98, 249] Ideality factor greater than two is predicted for Schottky

diode with a distribution of barrier height.[257] For vdW p–n junction the large ide-

ality is often observed and is probably related to the accumulation of charge carrier

due to the low mobility of the materials.[249, 258, 259]

The potential barrier (ϕb) of Si– MoS2 heterostructure was calculated from the

dark I-V curve using the thermionic emission theory of charge carriers over a poten-
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Figure 5.4: (a) I–V characteristics of the Si–MoS2 heterostructure in the absence
and presence of light (535 nm LED of intensity 2 mW cm−2. The reverse current
increases in the presence of light with a nearly constant forward current exhibiting
a photodiode-like behavior. (b) I-V characteristics of a device fabricated on silicon
with gold contacts. (c)Gate dependent I-V characteristics of a device fabricated on
MoS2 with gold contacts.The linear and symmetric I–V characteristics confirm the
formation of nearly Ohmic contacts at the MoS2-Au and silicon-Au interface and
hence the nonlinear I–V characteristics of the Si-MoS2 heterostructure is due to the
formation of the p-n junction.

tial zero-bias barrier.[242, 243, 244, 103, 260, 256]

∅b =
kBT

q
ln

(
AA∗T 2

Is

)
(5.1)

Where A is the area of the active device, is the Richardson’s constant ( for p-

type silicon), T is the temperature, Is is the reverse saturation current, kB is the

Boltzmann constant and q is the electron charge. Following the same, we get a

potential barrier ϕb of 0.549 eV which is similar to earlier reports.[256]

5.3.3 Temperature dependent study

To further character ze the Si– MoS2 p–n junction and to rule out the contri-

bution of Schottky barrier for the observed photoresponse, we did temperature-

dependent measurements. The forward bias dark current was found to be indepen-
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dent of temperature (Figure 5.5(a)). This rule out the contribution of the Schottky

barrier in determining the observed I–V characteristics. In the case of van der

Waals p–n junction, the forward current is governed by tunneling-mediated inter-

layer recombination.[97, 98, 249] We found that under the dark condition the reverse

bias current increases with increasing temperature (Figure 5.5(a,b)).

Figure 5.5: (a)Dark current (normalised by 40 ℃ value) for 3V reverse and forward
bias. While the reverse current increases with temperature, the forward bias cur-
rent does not show any significant temperature dependence. (b) Reverse bias dark
I-V characteristics measured in the temperature range from 30 ℃ to 140 ℃. (c)
Temperature-dependent current at an applied reverse bias of -3 V in dark and in
the presence of light. With increasing temperature dark current increases and the
photocurrent decreases.

In the reverse bias, electrons and holes encounter a higher energy barrier. With

increasing temperature, more and more carriers gain sufficient energy to cross the

barrier and produce more current. Thermally generated carrier number increases

rapidly with increasing temperature. As a result, even though the carrier scatter-

ing due to lattice vibration increases, the overall current increases. Whereas, in

the presence of light, current decreases with increasing temperature (Figure 5.5(c)).

Due to the efficient absorption of light by the Si– MoS2 heterostructures, a large

number of photogenerated charge carriers are available in the system and the con-

tribution of thermally generated carriers are not significant. So the overall number

of carriers taking part in conduction does not change significantly with increasing
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temperature. But the carriers experience enhanced scattering due to the increase

in the lattice vibration with increasing temperature. As a result, the photocurrent

decreases with increasing temperature. This result provides important information

about the efficient generation of photoexcited carriers.

5.3.4 Time resolved photoresponse

Time-resolved photoresponse (Figure 5.6) of the devices showed a relatively faster

response with a rise time of 49 µs and fall time of 77µs. The electron-hole pairs

generated at the junction efficiently tunnel across the barrier of the p–n junction. The

faster rise and fall time indicates a faster and more efficient electron-hole separation

at the junction.

Figure 5.6: (a)Time-dependent photocurrent under the illumination of a 535 nm
LED with intensity 2 mW cm−2 at a bias of -2 V. (b) Rise time and (d) fall time
indicating a faster rise and fall time.

5.3.5 Optoelectronic studies

To further understand the interface quality, an intensity-dependent photoresponse

study (Figure 5.7(a)) using a 465 nm LED was done. It is important to mention
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that the qualitative nature of the device characteristics remains the same regardless

of the wavelength of the LED used. The photocurrent increases with intensity and

the data is fitted using a power law,

I ∝ Pα (5.2)

where α = 1 indicates a junction with low trap states.[242] We obtained a value of

0.95 ± 0.3 for α, which is indicative of the formation of a good junction with very

low trap states at the junction interface.

Figure 5.7: (a) Plot showing the dependence of photocurrent with an incident light
intensity of the heterojunction when illuminated using a 465 nm LED. The data
points are fitted well by the power law. (b) Responsivity and detectivity as a function
of the power density of an incident wavelength of 465 nm. Both the responses were
measured at an applied reverse bias of 3 V.

Responsivity and detectivity are two important figures of merit that evaluate the

performance of photodetectors. Both responsivity and detectivity (Figure 5.7(b))

decrease with increasing power density. This is because of the presence of trap

states at the interface.[242, 256] At lower power density of incident light, electrons

are trapped by the trap states, resulting in reduced recombination and increase in

hole lifetime leading to higher R and D. As the power density increases the number

of available trap states decreases resulting in the saturation of photoresponse.[242]
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At an incident intensity of 10 nW cm−2, a detectivity of 4.7 × 1011 Jones and

responsivity of 39.7 A W−1 was obtained. Reasonably high values of detectivity and

responsivity obtained indicate the efficiency of the device as a photodetector.

5.4 Effect of dielectric environment

To explore the change in optoelectrical properties of silicon– MoS2 heterostructure

with the dielectric environment we used various solid (hBN, PVDF-TrFe) and liquid

(silicone oil, anisole, novec, IPA, ethanol, water, etc.) dielectric materials. First, we

encapsulate the device with a ferroelectric polymer, PVDF-TrFe (70:30 mol %). To

understand the electrical performance of the device, the reverse I–V curve in the

absence and presence of light (535 nm LED), before and after coating PVDF-TrFe

was measured (Figure 5.8 (a)). The photocurrent shows a significant enhancement

and the barrier potential, calculated from the dark I–V, decreased from 0.66 to 0.55

eV after coating PVDF-TrFe. The relative magnitude of enhancement of current

in the presence of light after the coating was much higher than that under dark

conditions. This is an indication of the efficient separation and contribution of pho-

tocarriers toward the total current. In the presence of a high dielectric environment,

the photocurrent keeps increasing under the increasing reverse bias (Figure 5.8(a)).

This unsaturating behavior indicates an inefficient extraction of the photogenerated

charge carriers.[249] This effect is more prominent in the presence of higher dielectric

materials (discussed later).

To get a better understanding of the improved photodetection capability of the

device, we determined the responsivity of the device with and without PVDF-TrFe

coating. Responsivity is higher at lower wavelengths (Figure 5.8(b)), and it de-

creases with increasing wavelength. Beyond 730 nm, responsivity drops to less than

1 A W−1. The curve shows three prominent peaks at 609, 660, and 430 nm corre-
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Figure 5.8: (a) Reverse bias I–V characteristics in the presence of light before and
after coating PVDF-TrFe. (b) Responsivity as a function of different wavelengths in
the presence and absence of PVDF-TrFe coating. The responsivity ratio with and
without PVDF-TrFe coating has been shown as a function of wavelength in the inset.
(c) The photocurrent is shown as a function of power density when illuminated with
a 465 nm LED at an applied reverse bias of 3 V in the presence and absence of
PVDF-TrFe coating (blue line indicates linear fitting).

spond to A1, B1, and C excitons of MoS2, respectively.[261] Hence, the contribution

from MoS2 dominates the responsivity, which is expected due to the choice of highly

doped Si. As monolayer MoS2 is a direct band gap semiconductor, it can absorb light

more efficiently compared to indirect band gap materials. Hence any modification in

the properties of MoS2 due to the change in the dielectric environment gets reflected

in the photocurrent. The responsivity curve peaks around 430 nm with the respon-

sivity increasing from 42 A W−1 in the absence to 188 A W−1 in the presence of

PVDF-TrFe, giving a 4.5 times enhancement. It is evident that responsivity exhibits

significant enhancement at lower wavelengths in the presence of PVDF-TrFe coat-

ing (see inset of Figure 5.8(b)). It has been predicted that deep-level defect states

can get effectively screened by a high dielectric environment and the level becomes

shallow as a result the carriers can easily get delocalized and take part in electri-

cal transport increasing the conductivity significantly.[2] Without the high dielectric

environment, the low photoresponse in the low wavelength regime indicates that a

significant portion of the photogenerated carriers get trapped by the deep defect lev-
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els in the pristine device. Whereas, in the presence of a high dielectric environment

the trap becomes shallow and the photogenerated carriers get efficiently collected in-

creasing the responsivity significantly (Figure 5.8(b) inset). Transient photoresponse

in the presence and absence of a high dielectric constant environment also supports

this observation (Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.9: Normalized photoresponse is shown for devices with and without a high
dielectric environment (here, Novec). From the data, it is clear that in the presence
of a large dielectric constant environment, the temporal response is faster, and the
slow part is absent.

When deep-level trap states are present, after turning off the illumination, the

release of carriers happens very slowly. After the initial fast response, we found

a very slow temporal response in the absence of any high dielectric environment (

Figure 5.9). This slow temporal response indicates the presence of deep-level trap

states.[262, 215] We found that when the sample is placed in a large dielectric con-

stant environment the slow temporal response is absent (Figure 5.9). The photocur-

rent maintained its linear dependence with a power density (Figure 5.8(c)) in the

presence of PVDF-TrFe coating but with a lower exponent value. The exponent in

the power law I ∝ Pα changes from 0.93 in the absence to 0.71 in the presence of

PVDF-TrFe coating. Due to the enhanced screening by the environment dielectric,

photogeneration of charge carriers becomes efficient. Hence, with increasing light in-
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tensity, there will be large number of photogenerated carriers available in the device.

However, due to the relatively low mobility of the 2D materials these photogenerated

charge carriers pile up, hence carrier recombination will increase with increasing light

intensity, which will cause the low value of the exponent.

5.4.1 Effect of varying the dielectric environment

To explore the effect of other dielectrics, we have taken various liquid dielectric

media like hexane (εr = 1.88), silicone oil (εr = 2.3), toluene (εr = 2.38), anisole

(εr = 4.3), Novec 7100 (εr = 7.4), isopropyl alcohol (IPA) (εr = 18.3), ethanol

(εr = 24.6), ethylene glycol (εr = 37), and deionized water (εr = 80). Si– MoS2

p–n junctions were exposed to these dielectrics and their I–V characteristics were

studied in the presence and absence of light. After every measurement, the devices

were washed in acetone and IPA and checked to ensure that they maintain their

initial characteristics. There was no visible bubble formation while using water as

a dielectric which eliminates the possibility of any hydrogen evolution reaction. To

avoid any error, contribution of conductivity of the medium, has been subtracted

(Figure 5.10(c)) from the total current. To measure the conductivity of the liquids,

we made a device (Figure 5.10(a)) with the same device dimensions as the main

device (Figure 5.10(b)) under study on the same chip, without MoS2 so that no

silicon –MoS2 heterostructure is formed. The dielectrics were chosen such that they

do not absorb any significant portion of the incident wavelengths.[263, 264, 265, 266]

Figure 5.11(a) shows the ratio of photocurrent (with respect to air) as a function

of reverse bias voltage for various dielectric media. It is evident that for a fixed bias

voltage, the photocurrent increases with the increasing dielectric constant of the en-

vironment. Also, for a particular medium, the photocurrent increases with increasing

reverse bias. This unsaturating behavior is observed for both solid and liquid dielec-
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Figure 5.10: (a) Device geometry of the test device used for measuring the conduc-
tivity of the liquid dielectric mediums without MoS2. (b) Device geometry of the
silicon- MoS2 heterostructure (c) I-V curve showing the current as a function of
voltage passing through various liquid mediums alone.

tric but it is more pronounced for the higher dielectric constant environment.[249]

We observed nearly three orders enhancement of photocurrent in the presence of a

higher dielectric environment at 3 volt reverse bias (Figure 5.11(b)).

Figure 5.11: (a) Ratio of reverse bias photocurrent in the presence of various dielec-
tric mediums shown as a function of bias voltage. (b) Enhancement of photocurrent
shown as a function of relative dielectric constant with respect to air for -3 volt bias

This enhancement in current in the presence of a dielectric environment can be

explained due to the combined effect of various phenomena. In 2D materials due

to a lack of screening in the out-of-plane direction, the photogenerated electron-
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hole pair remains strongly bound and forms an exciton with large excitonic binding

energy. As a result, the carriers cannot contribute to the charge transport which de-

mands delocalization of the carriers. In the presence of a high dielectric environment,

the screening becomes efficient and excitonic binding energy decreases significantly

hence the photogenerated carriers can easily get separated and contribute to the

current.[267, 268] We do not expect any other factors like doping to contribute to

this enhancement. We have used non-ionic liquids to avoid any contribution due

to doping. As reported earlier [36], these liquids do not produce any doping of the

sample. The water used in the experiment was deionized water. We have taken the

Photoluminescence spectra of MoS2, in the presence and absence of deionized water.

(Figure 5.12) We observed that the PL peak position of the neutral A1 exciton peak

shifts from 1.81 eV in the air to 1.87 eV in the presence of water. Such a large shift

cannot be explained by a change in doping.[269] Hence we do not expect doping due

to any of the liquids used as the dielectric.

Figure 5.12: Photoluminescence spectra of monolayer MoS2 in the presence and
absence of deionised water

We do not expect any doping from PVDF-TrFe either, as any kind of doping

contribution can be inferred from the shift in the A1g peak in the Raman spectra.

We did not observe any shift in the Raman peak position after PVDF-TrFe deposition
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consistent with the previous report.[270]

We have corroborated our experimental hypothesis of reduced exciton binding

under high dielectric environment improved photocurrent, using DFT calculations

(done in collaboration with Chandan and Dr. Mukul Kabir, IISER Pune). Het-

erostructures of MoS2/h-BN and MoS2/HfO2 that minimize the interfacial strain

were designed and investigated exciton binding in the MoS2-layer. The exciton bind-

ing energy of monolayer MoS2 in the absence of any medium was calculated to be 488

meV and the direct band gap was predicted to be 2.12 eV at the K-point. Dielectric

environment improved electron screening in the monolayer MoS2, and should affect

exciton binding in MoS2/h-BN and MoS2/HfO2 heterostructures. While the direct

gap at the K-point is unaffected in these heterostructures, a rigid shift in valence

and conduction band is observed. In MoS2/h-BN, the valence and conduction band

shifts by ∆V B = 0.82 eV and ∆CB = 0.80 eV in energy and the exciton binding

energy reduces to 432 meV . Improvement in the electron screening slightly reduces

Eb in the MoS2/h-BN, which is consistent with the experimental results on encap-

sulated MoS2.[271] We also observed that in the presence of hBN the enhancement

of photocurrent compared to air is only 30 % (Figure 5.11(b)). The overall trend

in the electronic structure remains the same in MoS2/HfO2 heterostructure. But

the valence and conduction bands get shifted by ∆V B = 0.92 eV and ∆CB = =

0.91 eV. However, the exciton binding energy is greatly renormalized to 94 meV in

MoS2/HfO2 due to the high dielectric nature of HfO2. In our experiment presence of

a medium with a relative dielectric constant of nearly 20 shows more than 400 times

enhancement in photocurrent (Figure 5.11(b)). Therefore, under a high-dielectric

environment, the exciton binding in the MoS2 layer becomes weaker, which in turn

helps to generate free carriers and increases the photocurrent.

The presence of a dielectric can also affect the electronic bandgap as the change

in the electron-electron and electron– hole Coulomb interactions cause bandgap
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renormalization.[33, 36, 272, 273] A steady decrease in electronic bandgap energy

with an increase in dielectric screening [35, 42] has been predicted in TMDs using

ab initio calculations.[33, 37, 274, 275, 276, 277] This change in the fundamental

electronic bandgap of MoS2 would change the overall band alignment of the het-

erostructure. A decrease in bandgap would result in a smaller potential barrier at

the junction. This lowering of tunnel barrier height would allow more carriers to

cross the junction, which results in a sharp increase in current. A higher dielectric

environment will also screen the long-range Coulomb interaction due to the charged

impurities [56, 51, 278, 217] which helps in the reduction of scattering of carriers.

Thus, the photogenerated carriers can travel easily and contribute to the current en-

hancement. The abundance of photogenerated carriers in the high dielectric medium

explains the non-saturating behavior of photocurrent. Due to the relatively low mo-

bility of these materials, the charge carriers cannot move easily, and with increasing

bias voltage, more and more carriers reach to the contacts. As a result, photocurrent

shows an increasing trend without saturating.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have successfully improved the photoresponse of a silicon mono-

layer MoS2 mixed dimensional vdW heterostructure by nearly three orders of mag-

nitude by controlling the environment dielectric constant. Our study helps in under-

standing how the surrounding dielectric environment influences the charge transport

and optoelectronic properties of 3D–2D vdW hybrid device and shows the importance

of a dielectric environment in modulating the properties of 2D materials. Medium

with higher dielectric permittivity provided better screening of Coulomb interac-

tion between charge carriers. As a result, the excitonic binding energy decreases,

which helps in separating the photogenerated charge carriers, and the photocurrent
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increases significantly. A high dielectric environment also screens the impurity’s po-

tential, thereby reducing the scattering of charge carriers and contributing to higher

conductivity. The dielectric environment also changes the overall bandgap of the het-

erostructure and provides a lower energy barrier for the charge carriers. Due to the

tunneling-mediated charge transfer between the adjacent layers in vdW heterostruc-

tures, most of them suffer from very low efficiency. Our study shows the profound

effect of environment dielectric on the optoelectronic properties of the atomically

thin 2D semiconductors and demonstrated a facile way to significantly improve the

device’s efficiency.
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Chapter 6

Role of Defects on the Transport

Properties and Photoresponse of Silicon-

MoS2 Heterostructure

This chapter is an adaptation of the research article published in ”ACS Applied

Electronic Materials, 4, 12, 6038–6046, 2022 ”

6.1 Introduction

Studies of heterostructures based on 2D materials have generated a great deal of

interest due to their excellent optoelectronic properties as well as their versatility

in integrating with different dimensional materials, including semiconducting indus-

try pioneers like silicon, III-V materials, and related compounds.[100, 84] Due to

the interlayer vdW interactions, 2D materials are free from dangling bonds which

are a major source of surface recombination and circumvents the problem of lattice

mismatching in heterostructures.[100] Also, a mixed dimensional vdW heterostruc-

ture can offer greater optical absorption cross section and charge separation overall

2D heterostructure, making mixed dimensional vdW heterostructure promising for

applications in optoelectronics, photonics, and energy harvesting technologies.[84]

Combining 2D TMDs with mature silicon technology can compensate for the

drawbacks of silicon and overcome the compatibility issues due to lattice mismatch.[100,

279] The combination of TMDs and silicon is particularly interesting because of the
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excellent compatibility of silicon with the existing CMOS process and the possibil-

ity of silicon acting both as a substrate and an active component with promising

performance.

Several optoelectronic devices based on silicon and 2D TMDs have been re-

ported with broad operation wavelength bands.[100] But often, defects present in

the device can cause inevitable recombination.[260] These defects can contribute to

the recombination of optically injected electrons and holes, reducing the quantum

efficiencies.[280, 281] A large surface-to-volume ratio and reduced thickness make 2D

TMDs vulnerable to surface defects and potential disorders.[55] Reports have shown

the existence of structural defects like vacancies, dislocations, and grain boundaries

in CVD grown MoS2.[212] These defects can act as charge traps and aid in recom-

bining photogenerated charge carriers, reducing the photocurrent.[282] In general,

defect states can be a mid-gap state or band tail state. Mid-gap states favor charge

carrier recombination (Shockley-Read Hall type), whereas a band tail state act as

an electron or hole trap state depending on its proximity to conduction or valence

band edges.[283] Through optical and THz pump-probe experiments, it was shown

that in WS2, photogenerated charge carriers get annihilated by the mid-gap states

within a lifetime of 1ns.[283] Hence defects can be detrimental to the performance

of optoelectronic devices based on 2D TMDs. Regardless of the number of reports

demonstrating the photoresponse in silicon-TMD heterostructures, there is a lack of

comprehensive understanding of the temperature-dependent photoresponse and how

the defects present in 2D TMDs affect the heterostructure’s photoresponse.

In this chapter, we investigate the temperature-dependent electrical character-

istics and photoresponse of a p-n junction formed between silicon-MoS2 mixed di-

mensional vdW heterostructure and identify the contribution of defects and charged

impurities in limiting the photoresponse. The temperature variable current-voltage

measurement demonstrates a space charge-limited conduction with an exponen-
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tial distribution of trap states. The heterostructure also exhibited a high and

temperature-dependent ideality factor, which was explained by the generation recom-

bination model. The intensity-dependent photocurrent’s temperature dependency

reveals a change from bimolecular to monomolecular recombination. The photore-

sponse relaxation times were calculated from the time-resolved photoresponse mea-

surement and were observed to increase with temperature. Various defect states and

charged impurities present in the device act as recombination centers and scatterers,

degrading the photoresponse. These defect states can be effectively screened and

the strength of the Coulomb interactions be weakened by modifying the surrounding

dielectric environment. In the previous chapter we have seen how, a three-order

enhancement in photoresponse was achieved by modulating the surrounding envi-

ronment. In this chapter, we show that the effect of this dielectric environment is

more prominent towards low temperatures. A thin layer of a ferroelectric polymer

namely, poly (vinylidene fluoride–trifluorethylene) (PVDF-TrFe) (εr = 14) is de-

posited over the heterostructure to modify the surrounding dielectric environment,

which enhanced the photoresponse and effectively suppressed the noise levels in the

heterostructure.

6.2 Experimental details

P-type silicon substrate with 300 nm thermally grown SiO2 was patterned using

photolithography and the SiO2 layer was selectively etched to obtain a clean p-type

silicon surface. To prevent large under-etching and to get a nearly vertical SiO2

sidewall, 200 nm SiO2 was initially removed by reactive ion etching followed by

removing the remaining 100 nm using wet etching.[284] The freshly etched silicon

surface was then dipped in a 1 % Hydrofluoric acid (HF) aqueous solution to obtain a

dangling bond-free hydrogen-terminated silicon surface.[253] CVD grown [285, 286]
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monolayer MoS2 was transferred to this patterned substrate using polystyrene as-

sisted wet transfer method.[287] 5nm/65nm Cr/Au deposited on MoS2 by thermal

vapor deposition served as one of the electrodes for electrical measurements while

the second electrode was taken from the back side of silicon using silver paint. Mea-

surements were done in a cryo-free closed-cycle cryostat (Janis research) from room

temperature (300K) down to 12K. To modify the dielectric environment, 5 % solu-

tion of PVDF-TrFe (70:30) dissolved in Methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) was spin-coated

at 2000 rpm for 120s. The film was then heated at 70 ℃ for 1 hour to evaporate the

solvent and then heated at 140 ℃ for 3 hours for crystallization.

6.3 Results and discussions

Figure 6.1(a) shows the optical microscope image of monolayer MoS2 transferred

on the patterned silicon substrate to form the silicon-MoS2 heterostructure. The

FESEM image (Figure 6.1(b)) shows the transferred MoS2 is uniform and contin-

uous without any damage during the transfer. The number of layers of MoS2 was

determined using Raman spectroscopy (Figure 6.1(c)). The characteristic Raman

peaks for the E1
2g and A1g vibration modes appeared at 386.7 cm−1 and 406.5. cm−1

.The difference between the peak positions is 19.6 cm−1, comparable to the reported

values for monolayer MoS2.[199]

6.3.1 Electrical Characterisation

The electrical measurements were performed by applying a positive voltage to the

silicon contact and negative voltage to the MoS2 contact. The current- voltage (I-

V ) characteristics (Figure 6.2(a)) show good rectifying behavior with a rectification

ratio of nearly 102 at ± 2 V, confirming the formation of a p-n junction. The linear
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Figure 6.1: (a) Optical microscope image and (b) FESEM image of a monolayer MoS2

transferred onto a patterned Si/ SiO2 substrate. (c) Raman spectrum of monolayer
MoS2.

I-V characteristics obtained from the Au/MoS2/Au device (Figure 6.2(b)) proves

that the rectification behavior is originating from the p-n junction formed between

silicon and MoS2 and not from the Au/MoS2 contact. A dark current of 0.18 µA

was obtained at a reverse bias of 2 V, which enhances by 30 times upon illumination

under 630. nm light of intensity 2 mW cm−2. The measured device had an effective

area of 44 µm2. The ideality factor of the the device was extracted from the dark

Figure 6.2: (a) I-V characteristics of silicon-MoS2 p-n junction in the absence and
presence of light. An asymmetric I-V curve with a rectification ratio of nearly 102

at ± 2 V was obtained. At a reverse bias of 2 V, the current enhances by 30 times
upon illumination under 630.nm light of intensity 2 mW/cm2 (b)I-V characteristics
(under dark conditions) measured across MoS2 using Cr/Au as contact electrode.
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I-V characteristics using the equation [242]

n =
q

kBT

dV

d ln I
(6.1)

(where q is the unit charge, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute tem-

perature, and dV
d ln I

is the inverse slope of the semi-log I–V curve in the forward bias

direction ) was around 4.4. This value is much higher than that of an ideal diode

(n=1). Van der Waals heterostructures with trap states at the interface usually

exhibit high ideality factors.[288, 289, 290] Often, these interface states are present

due to structural defects or sulfur vacancies in CVD-grown MoS2 [291], or any non-

ideality of the silicon surface [292] etc.

The potential barrier height of the heterojunction can be deduced from the I-

V curve in the dark and could be described by the thermionic emission theory of

majority charge carriers over a zero bias barrier from the silicon to MoS2 [256]

∅b =
kBT

q
ln

(
AA∗T 2

Is

)
(6.2)

Where A is the area of the active device, is the Richardson’s constant ( for p-type

silicon), T is the temperature, Is is the reverse saturation current, kB is the Boltzmann

constant and q is the electron charge. Following the same, we get a potential barrier

ϕb of 0.5 eV.

A deeper insight and an in-depth understanding of the conduction mechanism and

carrier dynamics in the silicon-MoS2 p-n junction can be attained from temperature-

dependent measurements. The temperature-dependent I-V characteristics (Figure

6.3(a)) showed that the reverse bias current increases with increasing temperature.

This is mainly due to the thermal generation of electron-hole pairs in the p-n junction.

The rectification ratio (ratio of forward to reverse current at a particular bias),

calculated at 2 V bias, decreased with an increase in temperature (figure 6.3(b)).
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Figure 6.3: (a) Temperature-dependent dark I-V characteristics (b) Rectification
ratio measured at 2 V as a function of temperature.

6.3.2 Temperature dependence of ideality factor (n)

The ideality factor (n) is found to decrease with increasing temperature (Figure

6.4(a)). A value of n greater than 2 implies that the current transport is dominated

by some mechanism other than diffusion-recombination.[293] The increase in ideality

factor with a decrease in temperature could be due to a tunneling effect.[294] The

current transport will be dominated by tunneling-enhanced recombination via deep

defect levels at the heterojunction interface.[294] To explain the observed temper-

ature dependence of n, we invoke the generation-recombination model. According

to this model, the temperature dependence of n, suggests the involvement of de-

fect states in carrier generation recombination. The temperature dependence of n is

modeled as[295]

n = n0 +
T0

T
(6.3)

Where n0 and T0 are constants, which are independent of temperature and bias. The

slope and an intercept from the graph between n and inverse temperature gives the

value of n0 and T0 respectively. A plot of n versus T shows 2 regions, region I (12

K-140 K) can be fitted with equation (3) (Figure 6.4(b)) and we get a small value of
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n0 ≈ 0.187, indicating the presence of several defect states in the carrier generation-

recombination process and a large T0 ≈ 500 K, implying the possible contribution

of tunneling current.[295] In region II (180 K-280 K), we observe an increase in n

with T (Figure 6.4(c)) and can be fitted using a linear function. The slope of this

fit is a relatively lower value (0.011) indicating a minimal temperature dependence

of n.[296, 294] Larger the ideality factor greater the density of defects/trap states in

the device.[289] Hence a decrease in temperature freezes the carriers in the defect

states causing the recombination to be limited by these states.[297] Thus we observe

an increase in the ideality factor with the decrease in temperature. The increase

in the barrier height with temperature can also be ascribed to the contribution of

recombination current in the total current.[298]

Figure 6.4: (a)Variation of barrier height and ideality factor with temperature.
(b)Ideality factor calculated from dark I-V characteristics plotted as a function of
inverse temperature and (c) temperature.

6.3.3 Space charge limited current (SCLC)

A log-log plot of forward current versus voltage (Figure 6.5(a) can give further in-

formation about the presence and nature of trap states present in the silicon-MoS2

heterojunction device. The current follows a power law relation, I ∝ V m with the

voltage. Such a dependence with the value of m equal to or greater than 2 indicates
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the existence of space charge limited current (SCLC). [289, 299, 300] The power law

exponent m was calculated for various temperatures in the range 100 K – 300 K

and was observed to increase with a decrease in temperature, with values between

4.2-9.8. An exponent m greater than 2 evinces the presence of exponentially dis-

tributed charge traps.[289, 300] A plot between m and the reciprocal of temperature

(Figure 6.5(b)) can be fitted using a straight line whose slope gives the characteristic

temperature, Tc = 1645 K. The characteristic trap energy can be calculated using

the relation Et = kTc, where k is the Boltzmann constant.[299] The obtained value

of trap energy 0.14 eV, suggests most of the traps present are deep traps.[299, 300]

It has been reported that sulfur and molybdenum vacancies in MoS2 can introduce

deep defect levels.[222]

Figure 6.5: (a) Log-log plot of forward current versus voltage of the pristine silicon-
MoS2 p-n junction. (b) Plot of the power law exponent with inverse temperature.

6.3.4 Temperature dependence of photocurrent

The photocurrent (Iph), measured at a reverse bias of 2 V, is observed to decrease

with a decrease in temperature and attains nearly a constant value below 50 K

(Figure 6.6(a)). Above 120 K up to 300 K, the photocurrent follows a thermally
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activated behavior, increasing linearly with temperature. This Iph produced by the

thermal activation of photo carriers follows the relation

Iph = I0 exp
Ea

kT
(6.4)

Where I0 is a prefactor, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and Ea is the activation energy.

The value of Ea can be obtained from the slope of the linear fit between log Iph and

1000
T

and was around 251 meV (Figure 6.6(b)).

Figure 6.6: (a) Variation of photocurrent with the temperature of the silicon-MoS2

p-n junction in the presence and absence of PVDF-TrFe at a reverse bias of 2 V.(b)
Plot of log of photocurrent versus inverse temperature in the absence of PVDF-TrFe
(c) Dependence of responsivity corresponding to (a) with temperature

6.3.5 Photocurrent enhancement with dielectric medium

From the previous chapter, we know that a significant enhancement in photoresponse

can be obtained by varying the dielectric environment. In this chapter, we observe

that the relative magnitude of this enhancement is more pronounced towards low

temperatures (Figure 6.6(a)). A thin layer of PVDF-TrFe has been used to modify

the dielectric environment. Nearly more than one order enhancement in photocur-

rent is observed at low temperatures whose relative magnitude decreases with an
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increase in temperature. Correspondingly responsivity also shows a similar trend

(Figure 6.6(c)). From these observations, we presume the contribution of defects or

any charged impurities present at the interface or the surface to the photoresponse

dominates at low temperatures. These defect states can increase the recombina-

tion, and charged impurities scatter the charge carriers, reducing the photoresponse.

The dielectric medium screens the Coulomb scatterers [225] as well as delocalizes

the localized defect states [2] thereby enhancing the photoresponse. The dielectric

medium also tunes the defect levels by screening the bound carrier charged interac-

tions, thereby converting many deep levels into shallow defect levels. [3] Since deep

levels mostly contribute to bimolecular recombinations, the enhancement in photore-

sponse towards low temperatures can be attributed to the reduction in the number

of recombination centers in the presence of the dielectric medium. The enhance-

ment is ascribed to the dielectric constant of the medium.[284] We did not observe

any significant difference even if the dielectric material is ferroelectric. Any possible

contribution due to the ferroelectric property of the medium needs further careful

investigation.

6.3.6 Temperature dependence of time-resolved

photoresponse

The time-resolved photoresponse of the device (Figure 6.7(a)) was measured at a

reverse bias of 3 V when illuminated with a 630 nm LED with 2 mW/cm2 intensity.

At room temperature, the device exhibits a faster rise/decay times of 36 µs /116

µs (Figure 6.7(b)). The relatively fast response time can be attributed to the rapid

separation of the photogenerated carriers by the built-in electric field at the Si-MoS2

junction. Both the rise and fall time increases with temperature. Rise time and

decay time (Figure 6.7(c, d)) increase from 19.7 µs to 36 µs and 57 µs to 116 µs,

respectively, as the temperature rises from 100 K to 300 K.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Time-resolved photoresponse and (b) rise time and fall time of a
pristine silicon-MoS2 p-n junction when illuminated with a 630 nm LED at a reverse
bias of 3 V at 300 K. Comparison of the (c) rise time ( τr ) and (d) fall time ( τf ) with
temperature in the presence and absence of PVDF-TrFe. The generation of more
shallow levels by the dielectric medium increases the lifetime of the photogenerated
carriers.

This increase can be associated with the generation of more shallow levels with

temperature. The energy difference between steady-state Fermi levels (explained in

the next section) and their respective band edges depends on the absolute temperature.[231]

With the increase in temperature, the steady state Fermi levels come closer. The

defect levels between the steady state Fermi levels act as recombination centers (deep

levels), and those between the steady state and band edges as trap states (shallow

levels). Hence with an increase in temperature, the number of deep levels decreases,

and shallow levels increases. These shallow defect levels can have a significant in-

fluence on the rise and fall time. With an increase in the number of shallow levels,
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the trapping of carriers increases. Hence, under illumination, to increase the den-

sity of free carriers, the density of carriers in the shallow trapping states should be

increased in the same proportion.[231] A steady state photocurrent can be attained

only after filling the shallow traps. Thus depending on the ratio of carriers trapped

in the shallow levels to free carriers, the rise time increases. Similarly, when the illu-

mination is turned off, the carriers trapped in the shallow levels should get emptied.

Decay time tends to increase with the ratio of trapped carriers in the shallow levels

to free carriers.[231] In the presence of PVDF-TrFe, the general trend of response

times with temperature remains the same as of the pristine device in the absence of

a dielectric medium, but the rise time is observed to increase slightly, whereas the

decay time remains nearly the same. This could be attributed to the deep to shallow

defect level transitions facilitated by the dielectric screening of defect states.[2, 3]

The generation of more shallow levels increases the lifetime of the photogenerated

carriers making the device slower.[231]

6.3.7 Temperature dependence of intensity-dependent

photocurrent

A comprehensive understanding of the distribution of trap states can be obtained

from the measurement of photocurrent at low light intensities and various tempera-

tures. The device was biased at a reverse bias of 2 V and illuminated with a 630 nm

LED by varying the intensity from 0.1 µW to 100 µW. The photocurrent exhibited a

fractional power dependence of the form I ∝ Pα with light intensity (Figure 6.8(a)).

The value of the exponent α was observed to increase with temperature. For the

pristine device, α varied from 0.43 to 0.86 as the temperature increased from 50 K

to 300 K (Figure 6.8(b)).

This sublinear dependence indicates the presence of trap states in the device.[242]
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Figure 6.8: (a) Intensity-dependent photocurrent measured at a reverse bias of 2
V and temperatures 50K and 300K. (b) Dependence of the exponent (α) in the
power law I ∝ Pα with temperature.A transition from bimolecular to monomolecular
recombination is observed with an increase in temperature.

When the the device is illuminated with light, the intrinsic Fermi level splits into

two steady-state quasi-Fermi levels corresponding to the electron and hole concentra-

tions in the conduction and valence bands respectively.[301] The trap states present

between the steady state Fermi levels and the corresponding band edges do not con-

tribute to recombination as the carriers trapped in these states quickly get thermally

re-excited back into their respective bands.[215] Trap states between the steady states

act as recombination centers and any charge carrier trapped in these states does not

contribute to conductivity. With the increase in light intensity, steady-state Fermi

levels move toward the band edges, generating more recombination centers. This ,

in turn, reduces the lifetime of the free carriers producing a sub-linear dependence

of photocurrent on light intensity.[301] But with the increase in temperature, this

process reverses as the steady-state Fermi levels come closer to each other [231, 302]

and we observe a transition from bimolecular to monomolecular recombination. In

the presence of PVDF-TrFe, the value of α increased compared to that of the pristine

device. An increase in α was more significant at low temperatures (less than 250K).

This could be attributed to the reduction in the number of recombination centers
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as more deep levels get converted to shallow levels in the presence of the dielectric

medium. The dielectric medium would screen the interaction between the charge

carrier and the defect state producing a transition in the defect states from deep

to shallow level. This shift in defect level is proportional to the effective dielectric

constant of the environment.[3, 2]

6.3.8 Temperature dependence of low frequency 1/f noise

Temperature-dependent low-frequency noise analysis can give deeper insights into

the presence of defects in the system. The normalized noise spectral density SI/I
2

and noise amplitude can be used together to characterize the 1/f noise in a device.

1/f noise can be expressed using Hooge empirical law given by [303]

SI

I2
=

A

Iα
(6.5)

where SI is the current power spectral density, I is the mean device current, f is

the frequency, and A is the noise amplitude (given by A = αH/N , αH is the Hooge

parameter and N is the total number of carriers) where the exponents α is ideally

expected to be close to 1.[303] The noise spectra were measured at a reverse bias

of 2 V and in the temperature range 150 K - 300 K in the presence and absence of

PVDF-TrFe (Figure 6.9(a, b)). The device exhibited 1/f noise at all temperatures.

SI/I
2 measured at a frequency of 10 Hz (Figure 6.9(c)) was observed to decrease

with increase in temperature. The variation was more significant in the absence of

PVDF-TrFe, producing a three-order magnitude lower value at 300 K compared to

that at 150 K.

Hopping conductivity through the defect states (localized states) can cause 1/f

noise. Theoretical studies in transistors predict the existence of a broad distribution

of the waiting time between successive hops for carriers in variable range hopping
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Figure 6.9: Normalized noise spectral density of silicon-MoS2 p-n junction at 2 V
reverse bias under dark conditions in the (a) presence and (b) absence of PVDF-TrFe
at different temperatures. Comparison of (c) variation of normalized noise spectral
density at 10 Hz frequency and (d) Noise amplitude (A) with temperature in the
presence and absence of PVDF-TrFe. Hopping conductivity through the defect states
(localized states) causes 1/f noise.

(VRH) transport. This causes the noise to increase with decreasing temperature.

[304] Two models have been proposed namely the number fluctuation theory and

the mobility fluctuation theory to explain such noise behaviors. According to mo-

bility fluctuation theory, hopping noise has a weak temperature dependence whereas

the carrier number fluctuation model predicts an increase in the number of carriers

taking part in conduction with the increase in temperature due to the decreasing

length of a typical jump.[305] In the presence of a dielectric environment (PVDF-

TrFe), the strong Coulomb interaction between the charged defect and the charge
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carrier gets screened. This, in turn, delocalizes the spatial distributions of the defect

charge densities.[2] Thus, the decrease in SI/I
2 with temperature in the presence

of PVDF-TrFe is less rapid, nearly seven times, compared to that without PVDF-

TrFe.The noise amplitude (A), which is a measure of the noise level in the device also

shows a similar trend. The value of A decreases with increasing temperature (Figure

6.9(d)), which indicates an increase in the carrier density (which is consistent with

the increase in the ideality factor in this temperature range). A decreases by more

than two orders of magnitude when the temperature increases from 150 K to 300

K in the absence of PVDF-TrFe, while it decreases only by 9 times in the presence

of PVDF-TrFe. At room temperature, the device exhibits a specific detectivity (D)

[306] of around 1 × 1010 Jones, comparable to the previously reported values for

silicon- MoS2 heterostructure.[103]

6.4 Summary

In summary, we studied the temperature-dependent electronic transport properties

of silicon- MoS2 p-n junction heterostructure. The temperature-dependent I-V char-

acteristics suggest the presence of a space charge limited transport. At low temper-

atures, transport predominantly takes place via hopping through defect states. The

carrier number fluctuation model could explain the temperature dependence of low-

frequency noise. From the intensity-dependent photoresponse, a transition from bi-

molecular to monomolecular recombination is observed with increasing temperature.

The rise and the decay times of the photocurrent were also observed to increase with

temperature. Our results show that the photoresponse in the p-n junction is mainly

dominated by the presence of defect states. These states can act either as a trap

state or recombination center depending on their position in energy. They can also

act as scattering centers for the charge carriers. The deep-level traps act as effective
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electron-hole recombination centers and reduce the photoconversion efficiency of the

device by causing non-radiative recombinations. The role of defect states in limit-

ing the photoresponse was observed to dominate more towards lower temperatures.

The defects can be screened by varying the surrounding dielectric environment. We

observed a significant enhancement in photoresponse and lower noise levels in the

presence of a surrounding dielectric medium. The lower the noise levels, the better

the sensitivity of the device. The decrease in the density of recombination centers

would also increase the carrier lifetime of the charge carriers. The screening of de-

fects and impurities would also reduce the charge carrier scattering which in turn

improves the mobility of the device. Insights from this study can be extended to

enhance the optoelectronic properties of devices based on various low-dimensional

materials exploiting their sensitivity to the surrounding environment.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

7.1 Conclusions

This dissertation demonstrates the potential of dielectric engineering of the surround-

ing environment of 2D TMDs in modulating their optoelectronic properties. First,

in chapter 3, using MoS2 as a model system, the important role of various growth

parameters and requisite of a growth promoter in the Chemical Vapor deposition

synthesis of TMDs was investigated. The parameters were optimized and centime-

ter scale large area coverage of monolayer MoS2 was achieved. CVD synthesis was

observed to be very sensitive to each growth parameter. Further, engineering the

surrounding dielectric environment of MoS2 proved to be an efficient way of improv-

ing its charge transport and optoelectronic properties. Implementing this in chapter

4, a two-order enhancement in mobility and variation in photoresponse relaxation

times were obtained in monolayer MoS2 FET. This approach was also efficient in

producing a three-order enhancement in photocurrent when extended to a mixed

dimensional van der Waals heterostructure formed between silicon and MoS2, as

shown in chapter 5. Defects present in TMDs can often contribute to non-radiative

recombinations and reduce the quantum efficiency of such heterostructures. Chapter

6 identifies deep-level defects as major recombination centers in limiting the photore-

sponse. These defects can be screened and converted to shallow levels by modulating

their local dielectric environment, resulting in photoresponse enhancement.
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7.2 Future directions

Below are some of the future directions of the thesis’s outcome.

• In chapters 5 and 6, we have used PVDF-TrFe, a ferroelectric polymer, as

the dielectric medium. We plan to understand whether its ferroelectric prop-

erty plays any role in enhancing the photoresponse of the heterostructure. If

so, how would electric poling the ferroelectric domains influence the device’s

optoelectronic properties?

• The concept of dielectric engineering can be utilized to modulate the electrolu-

minescence emission peaks in light-emitting devices. Different dielectric envi-

ronments experienced by the 2D materials modify the exciton binding energy

and produce different emission peaks.

• The dielectric environment-dependent bandgap tuning of TMDs can be lever-

aged in tunneling field-effect transistors (TFET) based on van der Waals het-

erostructures. The large bandgap in monolayer TMDs reduces the band-to-

band tunneling probability due to the larger tunnel barrier height. The tunnel

barrier can be reduced by tuning the bandgap of the desired TMD by selecting

a suitable dielectric medium.

• The dielectric environment of 2D materials can be selectively controlled to form

homojunctions. The bandgap and the potential barrier at the junction can be

further modulated by applying additional gate voltages. This would broaden

and give better control over the wavelength range of photodetection and the

magnitude of photoresponsivity.
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